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ABSTRACT
The main goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to develop and 
apply solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques to study catalytic 
materials. Several solid state NMR techniques were developed and have been applied 
to a series of catalyst systems.
The construction and operation of several NMR spectrometers, and the design of 
NMR probes are discussed. The most novel is a broadband pulsed NMR spectrometer 
with digital phase shifting and a 0 to 18 Tesla magnet.
The development and construction of a field-swept NMR spectrometer is 
described in detail. This instrument provides a means of acquiring high-quality solid 
state NMR spectra with very large spectral widths. The instrument provides 
satisfactory quantification ability. Operation at 4.2 K largely suppresses ion or water 
motion in samples. The instrument has been used to obtain 23]sja and 27Al NMR 
spectra for several zeolites. The results of these applications demonstrate that this 
instrument performs well on very broad lines. Some previously “invisible” 
nonframework 27Al resonances with very large quadrupole coupling constants, on the 
order of 10 MHz, have been found in hydrothermally-treated hydrogen faujasite 
zeolites. This research will open a new area of NMR not only in the study of zeolites, 
but also in the entire field of material science.
A research plan is proposed to determine, for the first time, the sign of deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constants in metal hydride complexes. The correlation between 
the molecular structure and the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant is also 
discussed. The modification and operation of an 18 Tesla superconducting magnet
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
with a  ̂He - ^He dilution refrigerator from Oxford Instrument, which can provide 
extreme experimental conditions for the sign determination, is described in detail.
Solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy has been applied to extract geometric 
and electric structural information pertaining to the adsorbed 2  on supported metals. 
Several possible metal hydride sites are proposed. The application of solid state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy to obtain the activation energy for methyl group rotation 
on the supported metal surfaces is discussed. The instrumentation design for this 
research is also reported.
xvi
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2
A large class of solid materials serves as heterogeneous catalysts. The main goal 
of the research presented in this dissertation is to develop and apply solid-state nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques to study catalytic materials. Catalysis plays a 
prominent role in our chemical. The majority of all chemicals and fuels produced in the 
industry has been in contact with one or more catalysts. Catalysis becomes even more 
important in environmental pollution control. The catalytic properties of a surface are 
determined by its composition and structure on the atomic scale. Hence, it is not 
sufficient to only know the composition of the surface, but it is essential to know the 
exact structure of the surface and the adsorbed species as well.
Advanced characterization techniques for determining the bulk and surface 
composition and structure of catalysts have improved considerably over the last 20 
years. One powerful analytical tool for catalyst characterization and catalysis design is 
solid-state NMR. The capabilities of this instrument have been advanced significantly 
since high resolution solid-state NMR spectrometers have become available. 1-* Solid- 
state NMR has become almost a routine analysis and a powerful probe of molecular 
structure in catalysis studies. NMR is particularly valuable for the design and 
modification of zeolite catalysts. Two of the major classes of catalysis materials are 
zeolites and supported metal surfaces. This research demonstrates the development and 
application of solid-state NMR in these two classes of catalysts.
The principal objective of this research is to investigate the use of NMR of 
quadrupolar nuclei (nuclear spin > 1) as a probe to extract the local geometric and 
electric structural information of materials. The local structure of an individual 
quadrupolar nucleus is largely related to the electric field gradient at that nucleus. For 
better understanding this relationship, chapter 5 contains a review of the correlation 
between the electric field gradient and the structural information. Two parameters can 
represent the electric field gradient, the quadrupole coupling constant, e2qzzQ/h, and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the asymmetry parameter, tj. In theory, the quadrupole coupling constant can be 
estimated by a simple electrostatic modeling of the ligands surrounding a quadrupolar 
nucleus (chapter 3). However, in experiment, only the magnitude of the quadrupole 
coupling constant could be extracted from NMR spectra under normal conditions; the 
sign of the quadrupole coupling constant could only be obtained under extreme 
conditions. Chapter 5 describes our attempt to obtain the sign of the quadrupole 
coupling constant in deuterated metal hydride complexes. The instrumentation used for 
experiments performed under the extreme conditions of very high magnetic field and 
very low temperature (milliKelvin range), is also addressed in that chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the application of simple electrostatic modeling in LiNC>3 , 
using a point charge model. The crystal structure of UNO3  and the comparison of 
UNO3  and NaNC>3 are also discussed in chapter 3.
Zeolites are crystalline microporous solids which are widely used as sorbents, ion 
exchanger, catalysts and catalyst supports. 1-2.3 Although zeolites are highly 
crystalline materials, the structural information which may be obtained by the 
application of diffraction measurements is severely limited. *-4 First, they are 
microcrystalline, yielding crystals which are too small (usually on the order of microns) 
for conventional single-crystal diffraction studies and most structure determinations 
must be attempted from the much more limited powder diffraction data. 1-5 Second, 
since Si and Al differ by only one atomic number unit (14 and 13, respectively), their 
X-ray scattering factors are almost identical and it is often not possible to clearly 
distinguish them. An additional complication is that Si and Al atoms in zeolites are 
usually disordered over the tetrahedral sites and only average structure results can be 
obtained. In general, diffraction measurements will at best determine the overall lattice 
structure, but will not define the short-range order structure of the individual Si and Al 
atoms within this structure.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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In the past few years, multiple nuclear NMR techniques including ^ A l, ^ S i ,  
^ G a , ^lQa, ^ O ,  ^ N a , *H and have been applied in zeolites studies. Most of 
these are quadrupolar nuclei. In fact, from the point of view of extracting as much 
information as possible from NMR spectra of solids, these nuclei are more informative, 
because their spectra contain information about the gradients of electric fields at the 
nucleus, in addition to the information available from shielding anisotropies, dipolar 
and scalar coupling anisotropies. Therefore, the information about the local 
environment of the individual atoms can be achieved. However, the interpretation and, 
in particular, quantification of those quadrupole nuclear NMR spectra in the 
conventional NMR techniques presents many difficulties due to the large second-order 
quadrupolar effects experienced by the nucleus in polar environment. The newly 
developed techniques, dynamic angle spinning (DAS)*-6 and double rotation 
(DOR) 1-7 can reduce second-order quadrupolar effects and increase the spectral 
resolution. However, these techniques only work when the quadrupolar interaction is 
small. Therefore, for ^A 1 NMR of zeolites, these techniques are mostly limited to the 
studies of framework structures which have relatively narrow spectral widths.
A field-swept pulsed NMR technique was recently developed in our laboratory 
for acquiring NMR spectra with very large spectral widths. This technique has been 
applied to acquire NMR spectra of quadrupolar nuclei in many materials, including 
zeolites, conducting materials, cement, and inorganic polymers. The application of this 
novel technique to the study of zeolites is discussed in chapter 4. This work will open 
a new area for NMR not only in zeolite study, but also in the entire material science 
field.
The characterization of supported metal surface catalysts has attracted the interest 
of many scientists. However, the application of solid-state NMR in this area is only 
recent practice because of the low sensitivity of conventional surface NMR. During the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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last fifteen years, the increased availability of superconducting magnets which produce 
high magnetic field has dramatically improved the sensitivity of NMR. Since then, 
NMR techniques have been used to study many aspects of supported metal surface 
catalysts.
In an effort to learn more about the microscopic details of heterogeneous catalysis 
and surface processes in general, we have moved towards applying solid-state 
deuterium (^H) NMR spectroscopy to the study of supported metal surface catalysts. 
Solid-state NMR is an excellent probe for molecular motion. Several important 
areas could be addressed with solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy, including 
hydride structure, hydride mobility and initial C-H activation.
Chapter 6 describes the possible applications of solid-state NMR to supported 
metal catalysts. Solid-state NMR is proposed as a probe to extract geometric and 
electric structural information about the adsorbed species. ^ 2  adsorbed onto 
supported metals is a starting step for hydrogenation reactions catalyzed by supported 
metal catalysts. Therefore, an exact understanding of metal hydride sites containing 
adsorbed deuterium on supported metals is an important subject. Several possible 
metal hydride sites are proposed in chapter 6. Solid-state NMR could also be used 
to address another subject, the existence of a C-^H—M bond. These experiments are 
also discussed in chapter 6.
The goal of the research is to provide a better understanding of the mechanisms 
involved in heterogeneous catalysis. Suggestions for future work are also proposed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2 .1  Introduction
Many factors must be considered in choosing NMR hardware for performing 
high-resolution NMR experiments in solids. Among these are transmitter power 
outputs (power and phase), the data acquisition system, the pulse programmer’s 
capabilities, and the probe. There is no ideal system for all kinds of experiments. The 
spectrometer requirements are best determined as a compromise based on the intended 
use of the instrument. Even with numerous commercial NMR hardware available, 
there are still not enough sources for developing NMR science. Therefore, the 
homemade NMR apparatus is always needed for novel experimental designs, 
experimental convenience, and budget restriction. Spectrometer and probe design for 
research usually emphasizes high performance and versatility. Along with the 
development of research, some modifications to the homemade NMR apparatus are 
always necessary. So at the beginning, there is no need to build an ideal homemade 
apparatus.
Two NMR spectrometers, a broadband NMR spectrometer with digital phase 
shifting (section 2.2)2-1 ancj a simple CW NMR spectrometer (section 2.3), will be 
described in this chapter. Several probe designs will be also discussed in the following 
chapters.
2 .2  Pulse NMR Spectrometer —
A Broadband Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometer: Digital
Phase Shifting and Flexible Pulse Programmer
(Reprinted with permission from Rev. Sci. Instrum. 1993,64 (May), 1235-8.
I gratefully acknowledge a grant from the National Science Foundation (CHE- 
9119871) for the support of this project and the Louisiana Educational Quality Support 
Fund for the purchase of the 18 Tesla magnet and related equipment.)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.2.1 Introduction
A need often exists for a special purpose nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or 
nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectrometer having a significant subset of the 
features of a standard commercial NMR spectrometer, in particular, the ability to 
generate radio frequency pulses with arbitrary phase, to operate over a wide frequency 
range, and to generate complex pulse sequences. Many homebuilt spectrometers have 
been limited to quadrature phases generated with delay lines, and therefore, single 
frequency o p e r a t i o n . 2-2 New versions of frequency synthesizers now make possible 
less complex spectrometers with more flexibility, i.e., digitally-generated rf phase 
shifts with a resolution of 0.225° over a wide frequency range with an update time on 
the order of 2 (is. For example, Keeler and Shaka have recently described the use of a 
rf synthesizer incorporating direct digital synthesis in combination with a commercial 
NMR c o n s o l e . 2 - 3  Herein, we describe a homemade broadband NMR spectrometer 
based upon direct digital synthesis in a new-generation frequency synthesizer.
There are two key features of the instrument described herein: (1) all rf phase 
shifting is done digitally with a new-generation frequency synthesizer and (2) the pulse 
programmer is based on high-speed 32-bit parallel interface card in a desktop computer. 
The parallel interface card has direct memory access capability and can, potentially, 
update the bit pattern of the 32-bit word every 4 (is while reading from an array as long 
as 1 Mbyte. Thus, rather complex and lengthy pulse sequences can, in theory, be 
constructed. In our lab at LSU, a two-pulse sequence, the quadrupole echo 
s e q u e n c e 2 - 4  with phase cycling, is used most often and thus, we have not fully 
explored the potential for long, complex pulse s e q u e n c e s .2-5
Since the rf phase shifting is done in the frequency synthesizer over the entire 
frequency range, the bandwidth of the spectrometer is no longer determined by the 
hardware, often delay lines, associated with quadrature phase s h i f t i n g . 2 - 2  Therefore,
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the spectrometer described herein is operational over the range of 10 - 300 MHz. This 
range is sufficient for our purpose, solid state NMR at fields up to 18 Tesla 
corresponding to 118 MHz.
2 . 2 . 2  The Spectrometer
A simplified block diagram of a homemade spectrometer is shown in Figure 
2.1. The radio frequency carrier is supplied by a Programmed Test Sources PTS300 
synthesizer^ with type 2 option phase rotation and parallel port interface; the PTS300 
output level is set at -1 dbm. Rf for transmitter and receiver channels is derived from 
an Anzac TU-50 power divider (20-400 MHz, 30 db isolation, SMA connector). Both 
channels are then buffered to increase isolation with Avantek UTC 545-1 amplifiers (10 
db gain, 10-500 MHz); in addition, the reference signal is amplified with an Avantek 
UTC 561-1 amplifier (13 db gain, 10-500 MHz, +27 dbm output at 1 db compression). 
In the transmitter section, a 10-db attenuator, Trilithic FP50, is used to reduce the rf 
level prior to the two high-speed pin diode switches, Anzac SW229, (DC-0.5 GHz, 40 
db isolation, 175 ns maximum switching time, TTL driver, the unused port is 
terminated externally into a 50-Q-load). Two switches in series are used to permit the 
use of very high gain power amplifiers, more than 60 db. The TTL lines to each switch 
are driven by a simple logic circuit such that the commands use negative-true logic; 
also, there is a front panel disable switch that can override computer commands. After 
the pin diode switches, there is a 10-db amplifier (Avantek UTC545-1), then three 
decades of manually-controlled attenuators, Trilithic RA-51, 50, and 53, with 10-, 1-, 
and 0.1- db step sizes, respectively. The transmitter section is encased in a rack­
mounted Bud box (Bud HC-14102) for better isolation from the receiver and filter 
section. Most rf signal paths are via semi-rigid RG405 coax (0.085" OD cable from EZ
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Form, EZ-86/M17) and almost all components are mounted on a copper clad circuit 
board.
Because of the high cost of SMA connector tools, for example, the Amphenol 
tool set costs about $2300, the following procedure was used. SMA plugs (EF 
Johnson type 142-0693-001) are preferred because the Teflon insert is already in place. 
Three convenient, special purpose tools are a center contact holder #2098-5221-10, a 
Teflon spacer insertion tool #2098-0295-02, and a solder gauge #2098-5516-02, all 
made by M/A-Com Omni-Spectra. Also, a homemade metal jig with a trough for the 
cable and a perpendicular cut for guiding a jeweler's saw blade was useful in cutting the 
shield. The rest of the SMA connector assembly procedure is standard.
The receiver section was built using the same techniques as the transmitter 
section. The first stage is a wideband 40 db amplifier (two cascadable Avantek UTO- 
512, 20 db, 5-500 MHz, 1-db compression at 7 dbm) followed by a stepped attenuator 
(0-70 db, Trilithic RA-51). A set of cross diodes connected to ground is added to 
reduce the possibility for transmitter rf pulses to saturate the following amplifiers. Two 
pin diode switches, Anzac SW229, are gated with negative-true TTL logic circuit and a 
front panel disable switch. The rf signal is then further amplified by a 20-db amplifier 
(Avantek UTO-512). The signal is split into two channels (real and imaginary) by a 
power splitter (Anzac TU50). Phase sensitive detection is then achieved by low- 
distortion double balanced mixers (Mini-Circuits ZMY-1, 5-500 MHz, 23 dbm LO, 
maximum 15 dbm rf, -6.3 db conversion loss at 100 MHz) and a reference signal from 
the PTS300 split into 0° and 90° by a wideband quad hybrid, Anzac JH-10-4 (20-140 
MHz, 3° maximum phase error). The resulting low-frequency signals pass through 2 
MHz low pass RC filters (with variable capacitors for balance) and then buffer 
amplifiers, BUF03FJ (50 MHz bandwidth, unity gain). In a third Bud box, a filter 
network is installed based on high speed video switches (Harris Semiconductor
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IH5352) and balanced RC low pass filters. The final stages are BUF03, HA25455 
(gain = 3 db) and BUF03 operational amplifiers.
The two output signals, real and imaginary, from the receiver are sampled with 
a HP54201A digital oscilloscope (200 megasamples/s, 1001 samples per channel, 6 -bit 
resolution). The digital data is transferred to a Macintosh Ilci computer via an IEEE- 
488 interface (National Instruments DMA2800 card). The TTL lines to the pin diode 
switches in the transmitter and receiver sections, the digital oscilloscope, the AMT 
3205 enable, and the PTS300 (13 lines), come from a National Instruments NB-DIO- 
32F parallel interface card in the Macintosh. The digital oscilloscope settings, sweep 
time and voltage ranges, are under computer control. The 6 -bit resolution of the 
oscilloscope is rather low; the conversion to a different oscilloscope should be simple 
as drivers for common digital oscilloscopes are available with the LabView software.
While the stated frequency range of the Anzac quad hybrid is 20-140 MHz, the 
system performs adequately over the range of 10-300 MHz, where the upper limit is set 
by the PTS300 frequency synthesizer. The phase and amplitude error were tested with 
the use of a network/spectrum analyzer (HP4195A) and a low-level frequency source, - 
100 dbm (HP86000) injected at the port labeled FROM PREAMP (see Figure 2.1). 
Through the range of 20-200 MHz, the amplitude and phase error were typically ±3% 
and ±3°, respectively for a 100-kHz offset. Also, the signal-to-noise ratio for the -100 
dbm test signal is better than 47 with a 300-khz RC filter. Amplitude and phase error 
were also tested for a 300 kHz offset signal (1 MHz RC filter); the amplitude and phase 
error are shown in Figure 2.2. The quad hybrid performs quite well above its specified 
frequency range; however, the phase error in the system is large at 300 MHz, -18°. In 
another application, we have used with good results a quad hybrid with a larger 
frequency range, 10-300 MHz (Maxtech, Inc., QH103-6A, phase error ±2°, 0.3 db 
insertion loss). In the NMR/NQR configuration, tests have included operation with an
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Electronic Navigation Instruments 420LA power amplifier (20 W, 0.15-300 MHz). 
Amplifiers, probe, and preamplifier are connected using 1/4 cables and crossed 
diodes.2-7,8 xhe preamplifier is a low noise broadband amplifier (Anzac, AMC181, 
10-400 MHz, 2.5 db noise figure, gain 8.5 db).
2 .2 .3  The Spectrometer Controlling Program
One program, written in the LabView programming language, is used to 
generate a pulse sequence, acquire data, and process the spectrum. Subprograms, all 
written in LabView, perform the standard functions in NMR spectroscopy: build a 
pulse program, trigger each scan, read data from the digital oscilloscope, average data, 
and perform routine data processing. The concept guiding pulse programming is 
simple; the pulse sequence is described as a sequence of states where the duration of 
each state is an integer multiple of the parallel interface update time. In each state, all 32 
bits of the interface are updated, hence rf phase can be changed as well as the gating of 
the transmitter, receiver, etc. With the 32 bits of digital information available, 13 bits 
are assigned to the PTS300 and the rf phase can be adjusted with 0.225° resolution. 
Finally, each 32-bit pattern is translated into a 32-bit integer, yielding a one­
dimensional array whose length is proportional to the duration of the NMR pulse 
sequence. In practice, separate LabView subprograms are written for each general type 
of NMR pulse sequence. Therefore, the system lacks the quick flexibility of a 
commercial NMR spectrometer, yet it is satisfactory given the small repertoire of the 
planned solid-state NMR experiments.
A time critical function system is the DMA transfer of the one-dimensional array 
to the parallel port interface. With the NB-DIO-32F/DMA2800 combination controlled 
by a LabView program, the maximum reliable update rate we have found is 4 jus. For 
this reason, the pulse trigger signal is used to drive a simple delay circuit to yield 1 - 1 0
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Figure 2.1 A block diagram of the spectrometer. The dashed boxes represent three rack-mounted Bud boxes: 
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Figure 2.2 Amplitude (o) and phase (*) error for the receiver section. A low-level siganl, -100 dbm, was 
injected into the receiver section and monitored after the filter section with a network analyzer (HP4195A). The test 
signal was set 300 kHz off the carrier frequency and a 1- MHz RC fdter was used.
16
|xs rf pulses. Actually, there are two TTL signal lines from the DMA board driving two 
separate delay circuits. One TTL line/delay combination is usually the 90° pulse and the 
other combination is the 180° pulse.
The front panel of the main program is shown in Figure 2.3. Several 
parameters such as pulse length, dead time, rf phase, and acquisition time can be easily 
changed via software. The performance of the spectrometer compares well with 
commercial instruments operating in single frequency mode. The 35q  NQR spectrum 
shown in Figure 2.3 is that of 1,4-dichlorobenzene at 34.28 MHz. The signal-to-noise 
ratio is 15, which can be compared to S/N = 17 obtained with the use of a Bruker AC 
console. Listings of this LabView program and subprograms are available upon 
request.
2 .3  CW NMR Spectrometer
2.3 .1  Introduction
In CW (continuous wave) NMR mode, the NMR signal is measured as the 
static field Hq is varied and the radiating frequency CO is constant. As is well known, 
CW NMR is an old technique and contains disadvantages: it is slow, and possesses a 
low sensitivity and low S/N ratio. However, CW NMR still has some advantages over 
pulsed FT NMR:
1) As the rf power needed in CW NMR is very small, this can make low 
temperature NMR more c o n v e n i e n t , 2-8,9 especially when working in the milliKelvin 
range where heating is a big problem (section 5.2.2).
2) CW is a very feasible method for very broad lines for which the FID in 
pulse NMR does not extend past the apparatus deadtime and for which it is not possible 
to get an echo.
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Figure 2.3 The front panel of the main program used for controlling the 
spectrometer and processing the data. The parameter can be changed at the beginning 
of the program run. In the data processing section, the top two graphs show the 
averaged data of the two channels, while the bottom two graphs show the processed 
absorptive and dispersive spectra.
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3) CW NMR is also a convenient tool for determining the exact field strength. 
We found this feature is very useful for NMR experiments conducted with the 16/18 T
Oxford magnet system (described in section 5.2.1) where the magnetic field is not
easily calibrated.
A simple CW spectrometer with a radio frequency hybrid (magic tee) is 
described in this section. The key feature of this instrument is its simple design and 
straightforward operation.
2 . 3 .2  The Spectrometer
Continuous-wave NMR instrumentation basically involves six units:
1) a magnet to separate the nuclear spin energy states
2 ) a rf radiation source
3) a probe containing a coil for coupling the sample with the oscillating rf field
4) a detector to process the NMR signal
5) a sweep generator for sweeping the magnetic field
6 ) a recording device or scope to display the spectrum.
The simple CW NMR spectrometer described here (Figure 2.4) was constructed 
based on this strategy. An Oxford 16/18 Tesla magnet was used; an Oxford power 
supply (PS120-10), which generates an output current of 0-120 A, was used as a 
sweep generator to vary the magnetic field from 0 Tesla to 18 Tesla. A special 
equipment Hewlett-Packard 4195A (HP4195A) Network/Spectrum/Impedance 
Analyzer was also used. HP4195A contains: a phase sensitive detector, an rf source, 
and a recording device. HP4195A, in the network analyzer mode, has an rf output (10 
Hz to 500 MHz) and two input signals (one for the reference port, one for the test port); 
the amplitude and phase ratio of these two inputs can be measured as a function of 
frequency or time. To detect the NMR resonance absorption and to separate the NMR
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signal from the imposed rf field, an rf bridge is used.^-lO.H A Bruker reflection 
bridge was used as a power splitter; an Anzac 0°-180° hybrid (HH-107) was used as a 
bridge element. The Anzac hybrid is a central part of the rf bridge. This hybrid 
provides good isolation (30 db) over 2 to 200 MHz frequency range which is suitable 
for our experiments.
The rf source and the receiver were automatically set to the same frequency in 
HP4195A. This system can be setup in the frequency sweep mode with the center 
frequency set to the required value and the frequency swept range set to a very small 
value, 1 -10 Hz (the minimum is 0.1 Hz). These conditions are suitable for most solid 
state NMR experiments. However, this range may be too large for some solution 
experiments. To obtain better resolution, one can set the HP4195A to a direct current 
(DC) sweep mode, so that the DC output is a sweep element and the frequency value of 
rf output is a constant (spot frequency). The Bruker reflection bridge then splits the rf 
output into two channels with equal power and 180° out of phase. One channel is sent 
to the reference port of HP4195A, the other to arm A of the Anzac hybrid. The sample 
probe is tuned to provide an impedance which matches the coaxial cable connected to 
arm B of the hybrid. Arm C of the hybrid is either terminated with a resistance 
terminator or connected to a variable impedance load for better balancing. If the sample 
probe is tuned to exactly 50 ohms, a 50 ohms resistance terminator works fine, 
otherwise a variable impedance load such as another tunable probe is a better choice. 
The bridge is balanced only when arms B and C of the hybrid are equally loaded. At 
that time, the power supplied to arm A of the hybrid splits equally between arms B and 
C; the resulting voltage at arm D is near zero. If the active components of impedances 
at arms B and C are unbalanced, the resultant voltage at arm D will be in-phase or 
out-of-phase with the voltage at arm A of the hybrid. The magnitude and phase of this 
voltage is measured against the rf reference signal at HP4195A. In the HP4195A R/I
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Figure 2.4 A diagram of the simple CW NMR spectrometer.
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(Real and Imaginary) mode, the absorption and dispersion NMR signals can be 
generated as a function of the magnetic field.
2 . 3 . 3  The Spectrometer Controlling Program
This CW NMR spectrometer can be easily operated manually. However, a 
simple program, written in LabView language, can be used to sweep the field, record 
the NMR signal and process the spectrum. The output of the power supply can be 
easily controlled and read by a computer via a RS232 serial port cable. HP4195A is set 
to an external trigger mode, with the computer acting as the external trigger source via 
an IEEE cable. Therefore, each measured data point in both R and I channels 
corresponds to a specified field value. Multiple field scans and signal averaging can be 
achieved with this program.
2 . 3 . 4  Result and Discussion
We have used this CW spectrometer to detect several NMR signals. For 
samples producing large signals, this instrument gives good S/N ratio. However, 
small signals are very difficult to detect because of this instrument’s sensitivity to the 
environment. Figure 2.5 contains the ^H NMR spectra of epoxy sample. These 
spectra were acquired with the Oxford 16/18 Tesla magnet at 30 milliKelvin, and a top 
loading mixing chamber of a ^He - ^He dilution refrigerator. Detail descriptions of the 
magnet system and the dilution refrigerator can be found in section 5.2.1.
This CW NMR spectrometer can be modified to use with a commercial NMR 
magnet by replacing the magnet and the sweep generator. We have tested this 
instrument with a Bruker MSL200 magnet. A Kepco power supply was used as a 
sweep generator to vary the magnetic field for about 6.5 G (28 kHz for *H) via a Zq 
shim. The test result is shown in Figure 2.6. The sample was adamantane in a 7 mm
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rotor spinning at the magic angle with a rate of 3 kHz at a 4.7 Tesla field. Under 
normal pulsed *H NMR conditions, a five line pattern is expected with a high signal- 
to-noise ratio. In this test, the S/N ratio for this CW NMR spectrometer seems to be 
about 100-fold less when compared to the pulse NMR spectrometers. Improvements 
could come with better impedance balancing of the bridge and incorporation of digital 
lock-in amplification. However, we found that a large signal is required to obtain a 
high resolution spectrum. Therefore, the pulse NMR technique is preferred in most 
situations. In chapter 5, we will discuss another technique which combines both field 
sweep and pulse techniques.
2 .4  Probe Building
A critical element of a pulse nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometer 
suitable for working with solids is the sample probe, a unit designed for application of 
intense rf magnetic fields to the sample and for detection of the resulting weak rf 
magnetic fields generated by the sample. Two basic conditions must be met by a NMR 
probe to ensure optimal performance: 1) first, it should resonate at the desired 
frequency of operation; 2 ) second, it should be impedance matched to the source 
impedance (usually a 50 ohm transmission line) to ensure maximum power 
transmission. However, in practical use, careful attention should be also directed to the 
following:
1) the strength of the radio frequency (rf) field B \ produced by the coil
2) the homogeneity of the rf field B \
3) the probe ringdown time
4) the probe size and geometry
5) the quality factor (Q) of the coil.
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2.3 2.34 2.38 2.42 2.46 2.5
Magnetic Field/Tesla
Figure 2.5 spectra of epoxy sample acquired with a top loading mixing
chamber at 100.975 MHz, 30 mK.
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0.5 2.5-1.5 -0.5 1.5-2.5
Magnetic Field/Gauss
Figure 2.6 spectra of adamantane acquired with the CW spectrometer at a
Bruker MSL 200 magnet (4.7 Tesla). The magnetic field axis indicates the variation of 
the magnetic field value away from 4.7 Tesla.
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No single probe design can optimize all these factors. For example, a high Q 
probe provides high sensitivity and a large rf field at the expense of long ringdown time 
which can obscure much of the NMR signal for samples with short spin-spin relaxation 
time (T2 ), especially for solid state samples in which short T2  relaxation times are 
common. Our experience with design and construction of high-performance NMR 
probe systems indicates that compromises must be based on specific experimental 
requirements.
As the sample coil is such an essential part of the NMR apparatus, it is very 
important that care should be taken in its design and construction. Several probe 
designs are discussed, along with different projects, in the following chapters.
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(Reprinted with permission from Inorganic Chemistry, 1994, 33, 1363-1365. 
Copyright @ 1994 by the American Chemical Society.
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NMR work and also discussions with Prof. Neil R. Kestner and his Gaussian 90 
calculations.)
3 .1  Introduction
Recently, Kuhns and Waugh3-l-3 measured the sign of the ^Li quadrupole 
coupling constant in UNO3  by a technique which is generally applicable to most 
quadrupolar nuclei, very low temperature and very high field NMR.3-4-6 Heretofore, 
NQR and NMR results, with only a few exceptions,3.7-11 are confined to the 
reporting of the absolute value of the quadrupole coupling constant; in gas phase 
microwave spectroscopy, the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant is readily 
obtained.3-12 However, the value of the NQR and NMR data is greatly increased with 
the knowledge of the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant. We discuss the Kuhns 
and Waugh results for UNO3  with the use of a point charge model based upon the X- 
ray crystal structure of UNO3 , which is reported herein. Also, a point charge model 
for UNO3  is compared to that for NaN0 3 ; the isomorphous crystal structure and sign 
of the 23Na quadrupole coupling constant have been determined previously.3.8,13 
LiNC>3 was correctly reported in 1928 to have the G1 (calcite) s t r u c t u r e d -14,15 
however, no high resolution single crystal structure determination has subsequently 
appeared. Briefly, the objective of this line of research is to use the sign of a 
quadrupole coupling constant to deduce the direction of a site distortion away from, 
for example, ideal tetrahedral or octahedral symmetry. The recent ̂ Li NMR result for a
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simple material, LiNC>3 , provides a useful introduction. On the basis of recent 
calculations by Huggins and Ellis^-16 an(j Tossell^-l? potential applications are likely 
in the 27A1 NMR spectroscopy of zeolites.
3 .2  Theory
The quadrupolar coupling constant, e2qzzQ/h, is a product of the nuclear 
electric quadrupole moment, Q, and the largest element of the electric field gradient 
tensor at the nuclear site, qzz. In contrast to other NMR parameters, such as chemical 
shifts and J-coupling constants which are difficult to model from first principles, the 
value of the quadrupole coupling constant can be estimated by simple electrostatic 
modeling of the ligands about a quadrupolar nucleus. Each ligand is assigned a point 
charge, and, using the geometry of the first coordination sphere, the electric field 
gradient is calculated. Point charge models were used early in the history of NQR for 
modeling the magnitude of the 23Na quadrupole coupling constant in sodium s a l ts ^  
and have recently been used in the analysis of 2 h  quadrupole coupling constants in 
bridging metal hydrides.3-18
There are two special cases, ideal tetrahedral and ideal octahedral, for which the 
electric field gradient at the metal site is exactly zero, hence the quadrupole coupling 
constant is zero.3-19-21 Deviations from tetrahedral or octahedral symmetry will yield 
electric field gradients that can be either positive or negative. In principle, an NMR 
experiment that yields the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant can be used to 
determine the direction of distortion away from ideal tetrahedral or octahedral 
symmetry. Additional details of electric field gradients, with an emphasis on 
deuterium, have been published in a tutorial.3-22
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Consider a six-coordinate quadrupolar nucleus, ML5 , in a nominally octahedral 
environment that can undergo compression or expansion along a 3-fold axis, i. e., 
trigonal distortion. We use one of the angles, ZL-M -L, to describe the distortion of 
the octahedral environment such that compression leads to an acute ZL-M-L angle and 
an ideal octahedral environment has a value of ZL-M -L = 90°. It is convenient to 
assign the z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system to be colinear with the 3-fold axis. 
The electric field gradient along the z-axis is given by
qzz=SKrV-/ ri
where R f is the assigned charge at each ith ligand and r/ is the metal-ligand 
distance; it is convenient to use atomic units. Atomic units are common in the output of 
properties packages such as Gaussian 90^-23 and calculated values have been tabulated 
for many molecular s p e c i e s . 3-24 T h e  traces shown in Figure 3.1 are values of qzz 
calculated as a function of ZL -M -L  for two different metal-ligand distances 
corresponding to the LiNC>3 and NaNC>3 structures. As required by ideal octahedral 
symmetry, the value of qzz is zero at an angle of 90° for both traces.3-19-21 We note 
that an elongated ML5  unit has a negative value for qzz when each ligand site is 
modeled with a negative charge. Because of the 3-fold symmetry in this example, 
another NMR parameter called the asymmetry parameter, r\ ,3 -18 win always be zero 
and will not be discussed further.
There are some problems with the point charge model. First, there is an 
ambiguity in the charge to be used to model a ligand. While there is a tendency to use a 
negative charge to represent a ligating oxygen atom, based perhaps upon the concept of 
a formal oxidation state, averaging of the l/r^ electric field gradient operator may 
actually emphasize the oxygen nuclear charge more than the oxygen core and valence 
electrons, hence the oxygen may best be represented by a partial positive charge.
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Second, there is the issue of polarization of the core and valence electrons on the 
quadrupolar nucleus by the surrounding point charges. In molecular orbital 
calculations that use an extended basis set (double £ plus one higher angular momentum 
orbital), most polarization effects are automatically i n c l u d e d . 3-25,26 However, the 
simple point charge model does not allow for polarization. In the early history of 
NQR, polarization was estimated using Sternheimer antishielding factors which were 
obtained from atomic Hartree-Fock wave functions.-^? Based on tabulated values for 
the Sternheimer antishielding factors, polarization affects the magnitude but, for most 
ions, does not change the sign of the quadrupolar coupling constant.3-3 Because the 
values of the Sternheimer antishielding factors are approximate, we do not include this 
effect in the point charge model. In summary, we intend to use the point charge model 
only for a qualitative analysis to assess the sign of the effective charge on the ligating 
oxygens. A third problem is the issue of termination of the sum at the first coordination 
s p h e r e . 3-3,25 Here, the sum is terminated early for convenience and in recognition of 
the problems mentioned above.
The conversion factor between the quadrupole coupling constant and the electric 
field gradient is given by
e2qzzQ/h = qzz X —^ 5 L -(2 )  
47te0 ag h
where the field gradient, qzz, is in atomic units, e is the electric charge in Coulombs, e0  
is the vacuum permittivity, a0  is the Bohr radius in meters, and h is Planck's constant. 
Q is obtained from experimental measurements of quadrupole coupling constants in 
atoms or small molecules, and combined with high-quality atomic or molecular orbital 
c a l c u l a t i o n s ; 3 - 2 8  the literature has recently been r e v i e w e d . 3 - 2 9
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Figure 3.1 Electric field gradient in an ML 6  unit as a function of trigonal distortion 
calculated from eql. K/ is set to -1 for each of the six oxygen sites. The results for 
two different M-Q distances are shown: (•••■) d(Li-O); (—) d(Na-O). The two 
vertical markers denote experimental ZO-M-O values for LiNC>3 and NaN03.
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3 .3  Experimental
A crystal of ONO3  (Aldrich) was grown from a melt and mounted in a capillary 
in a nitrogen-filled glove bag. While the crystal was not entirely single, the diffraction 
pattern from the predominant individual was well resolved from other scattering. 
Diffraction data were collected on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 diffractometer equipped with 
Mo Ka radiation and a graphite monochromator. Data reduction included corrections 
for Lorentz, polarization, background, and absorption effects. Absorption corrections 
were based on Y scans. The structure was refined by full-matrix least squares based on 
F. Calculations were carried out using the Enraf-Nonius MolEN p r o g r a m s . 3-30 
Crystal, experimental, and refinement data are given in Table 3.1. Atomic coordinates 
are listed in Table 3.2 and selected distances and angles are shown in Figure 3.2.
3 .4  Results and Discussion
LiNC>3 is isomorphous with calcite and NaNC>3 , consisting of alternate layers 
of lithium ions and planar nitrates. The coordinations of Li by six nitrate ions is shown 
in Figure 3.2. The nitrate groups are arranged in such a way that all those in a given 
layer differ in orientation by 60° from the nitrates in adjacent nitrate layers. Lithium is 
coordinated by six oxygen atoms in a trigonally-elongated octahedron. The octahedron 
is created by three oxygen atoms in nitrates in one layer and three nitrates in an adjacent 
layer. The lithium sites have 3 (Sg) symmetry and, for the six oxygens coordinated to 
lithium, differ slightly from ideal octahedral geometry. The LiOg unit is elongated such 
that the layer-to-layer ZQ-Li- 0  = 91.12 (1)°. The L i-0  distance is 2.1542(3) A. 
Other atoms are more distant from lithium; the closest nitrogen approach is 2.9910 (3) 
A and the next closest oxygen approach is 3.2421 (3) A. The structure of NaN0 3  at 
room temperature is isomorphous with that of LiN0 3 . The NaOg unit is slightly 
elongated such that ZO-Na-O = 90.56 (3)°. The N a-0  distance is 2.4049 (8 ) A.3-13
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Table 3.1. Crystal, experimental, and refinement data for lithium nitrate
mol formula LiN03
FW 68.95
a, A 4.6920 (3)
c, A 15.2149 (13)
v ,A 3 290.08 (4)
z 6
Dcalcd’g c n r 3 2.368
Radiation Mo Koc
X, A 0.71073
cryst syst trigonal, hexagonal axes
space group R3c
p., cm"1 2.3
cryst dimens, mm 0.18 x 0.52 x 0.83
color colorless
min rel transmissn, % 93.51
temp, °C 24
scan type (0 - 2 0
0  limits, deg 1-60
no. of reflcns 488
no. of obsd reflcns 305
observn criterion I>3g(7)
no. of parameters refined 11
r ( = X N / S f ») 0.030
R w ( = ( £ » ( A F ) y X w F f 2) 0.046
max resid density, e A"3 0.31
min resid density, e A"3 -0.18
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1.2511(6) A,
Figure 3.2 Crystal structure of lithium nitrate and selected distances and angles.
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By converting from the quadrupole coupling constant to the electric field 
gradient, one can compare the data for LiNQ3  with that of other sites. The objective 
here is to assess the range and sign of electric field gradients. Some representative 
values for several quadrupolar nuclei are listed in Table 3.3. The electric field gradient 
at Li in LiN0 3  is near zero, as expected for the nearly perfect local octahedral symmetry 
about Li. The small remaining electric field gradient is negative, in agreement with the 
point charge analysis for the LiOg unit provided the effective charges on the oxygens 
are negative (see Figure 3.1). Interestingly, the magnitude of the electric field gradient 
at the Na nucleus in NaNC>3 is larger than that for the Li nucleus even though the Na 
site is NaNC>3 is closer to octahedral symmetry relative to Li in LiN0 3 ; the 
magnification of the electric field gradient created by the ligating oxygen atoms is 
attributed to polarization of the Na core and valence electrons, i.e., the Sternheimer 
antishielding e f f e c t . 3 - 3 , 2 7  The experimental value of qzz for Na is 11-fold larger than 
is predicted by the point charge model. Because it is difficult to reliably integrate the 
polarization effects into a point charge model, application of point charge models is 
generally limited to qualitative analyses or to sites for which polarization is minimal, for 
example, deuterium. 3-18
Upon distortion of the local symmetry away from perfect octahedral or 
tetrahedral, the magnitude of the field gradient increases. Recently, Huggins and 
EHis3-16 calculated electric field gradients at A1 sites in a number of aluminum oxide 
model clusters using the Gaussian 90 program and a D95 basis s e t . 3 - 2 3 , 2 6  por Al, the 
D95 basis set is a double-^ basis set which obviates the need for a Sternheimer 
correction factor, thus, some polarization effects are included in this calculation, a 
significant advantage over the point charge model. However, even with a double-^ 
basis set, there are substantial differences between calculated and experimental electric 
field gradients such that the calculations are best used to search for trends connecting
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Table 3.2 Coordinates and equivalent isotropic thermal parameters for lithium nitrate
atom X y z B a A2-̂ eq >
Li 0 0 0 1.62(4)
N 0 0 1/4 0.807(9)
0 0.2667(1) 0 1/4 1 .1 2 (1 )
aThe equivalent isotropic thermal parameter is defined by the equation











lO- -3* m2  a
7 LiN03 +0.0392 b -9.422 -0.0042 -40.1
2 3 NaN03 -0.334 c 23.64 -0.0141 1 0 0 .6  (2 0 )
[03 2 7 A10H]4- +11.17 d 32.97 0.3388 140.3 (10)
[05 2 7 A10H]8- +6.716 d i t 0.2037 t t
[Ph4 P] [2HW 2 (CO)! 0] 0.0541 e 0.672 0.0805 2.860 (15)
aWe take our Q's from ref 3.28.
^Reference 3.1 and 3.2. 
cReference 3.8.
^Reference 3.15 (corrected for sign error). 
eReference 3.17 (sign is believed to be positive).
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spectroscopy with structure rather than exact matches. Listed in Table 3.3 are results 
for tetrahedral and octahedral hydroxyaluminas from the Huggins and Ellis work. For 
both A1 sites, the asymmetric environment caused by the hydroxy ligand yields a 
nonzero value for the electric field gradient. The magnitude is larger for the tetrahedral 
species and this much can be understood from the perspective of the point charge 
model. For the tetrahedral species, the hydroxy ligand is one of four ligands about the 
A1 site, whereas for the octahedral species, it is one of six ligands and in the simple 
summation of point charges, will have a diluted effect. In more complex aluminum 
oxide species, i.e. dimers, the sign of the calculated electric field gradient is sometimes 
found to be negative. The point is that the sign of the 27A1 quadrupole coupling 
constant is related to local structure.
3 .5  Conclusions
The very low temperature work of Kuhns and Waugh that yielded directly the 
sign of the 7Li quadmpole coupling constant is likely just the first of many such works. 
Very high magnetic field, very low temperature NMR spectrometers are being planned 
(National High Magnetic Field Laboratory) or under construction (LSU).3-31 Given a 
wealth of data, especially 27^1 results, the task then becomes establishing the 
connection between spectroscopy and structure either with a simple point charge model 
as used herein or with extensive lattice sums, as used for bifluoride salts by Bacskay 
and Gready.3-25
3 .6  Supplementary Material
A table of anisotropic thermal parameters and a listing of observed and 
calculated structure factors for LiN0 3  (4 pages) can be found in Appendix B.
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4 .1  Introduction
Zeolites, porous aluminosilicate materials, are very important to the chemical 
industry as catalysts, adsorbents, and ion exchangers.4-1 Various solid-state NMR 
techniques have been employed to elucidate structure and adsorption properties of 
zeolites. Among them 27A1 and 23Na NMR are very sensitive techniques to probe the 
microscopic structure and inner surface of zeolites. However, the interpretation and 
quantification of both 27A1 and 23Na NMR spectra present many difficulties because of 
the excessive line broadening due to second order quadrupolar interactions. Magic 
angle spinning (MAS) is only partially effective in removing the second-order 
quadrupolar broadening, and a narrowing factor of only four is a c h i e v e d .4-2 it has 
been shown that optimum line narrowing may be achieved by sample rotation at angles 
other than the magic a n g l e . 4 - 3  However, chemical shift anisotropy and dipolar 
interactions do not vanish under these conditions and hence can cause unwanted 
additional line broadening. The newly developed double-rotation (DOR) technique 
removes the anisotropic broadening of quadrupolar nuclei, thus facilitating a much 
better spectral r e s o l u t i o n . 4 - 4 , 5  However, the DOR technique can only provide a ratio 
of the two quadrupole parameters (quadrupole coupling constant and asymmetry 
parameter) and encounters difficulties in detecting nuclei with a large quadrupole 
coupling constant. Low temperature can suppress motional line broadening associated 
with ion motion in zeolite samples and more precise quadrupole parameters are obtained 
under these conditions. Early low temperature NMR studies were only performed at 
temperature at or above 144 K^-6 , which is not low enough, in most cases, to suppress 
ion motion. No very low temperature MAS and DOR experiments have been reported 
because of the difficulty associated with high speed sample spinning at very low 
temperature.
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A field swept NMR spectrometer was recently constructed in our laboratory 
based on a 16/18 Tesla (4.2/2 K operation) superconducting magnet, and successfully 
tested for the first time on the 27 A1 NMR resonance of a-Al2 0 3 . Figure 4.1 contains 
the experimental procedure diagram. Each data point in the spectrum corresponds to 
the integrated free-induction decay following a small tip angle long pulse or a low- 
power spin echo pulse sequence. With these pulse sequences, the NMR instrument is 
operated in the linear response region. This instrument provides a means of acquiring 
high-quality solid state NMR spectra with very large spectral widths. Operation at 4.2 
K also largely suppresses ion motion and eliminates proton hopping and the motional 
averaging of the electric field gradient at the aluminum sites. In this chapter, the 
construction of this instrument will be described and the application of this newly 
developed technique in some preliminary zeolite studies will be demonstrated.
4 .2  Instrumentation
4 .2 .1  The Magnet
An 18 Tesla (766 MHz for *H) low homogeneity Oxford magnet as described 
in chapter 5 was used without the dilution refrigerator for all the experiments discussed 
in this chapter. However, a stainless steel inner vacuum chamber (IVC), shown in 
Figure 4.2, is used as a ground shield to reduce the radio frequency noise. It was 
found that the Oxford power supply introduces both high and low frequency noise. 
The installed stainless steel chamber (IVC) can reduce some but not all of the external 
noise, therefore, the probe was always tuned to a noise free frequency range. In 
addition, the bottom cover of the IVC was loosened and a copper screen inserted. This 
allows the IVC to fill with liquid helium, thus cooling the sample.






Figure 4.1 The field-swept pulsed-NMR method used to acquire large spectral width 
NMR spectra.
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Probe Head and Sample Region
Bottom Cover Loosened
Figure 4.2 A diagram of the magnet system. The sample is placed in liquid ^He 
bath (4.2 K).
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4 .2 .2  High Field and Low Temperature (4.2 K) Probe and 
Transmission Line
The probe described here was designed for a 16 /18 Tesla Oxford magnet 
system operating at 4.2 K. The probe head is immersed in the liquid helium bath (4.2 
K). The probe head and the samples can be loaded into the magnet with long stainless 
steel tubing, shown in Figure 4.2. All the loading components have to be limited to an 
OD < 0.6 inches. Therefore, the probe design must be kept as simple as possible. The 
probe is usually tuned to a fixed frequency. The choice of the resonance circuit for the 
probe head is not restricted. A favorite matching and tuning arrangement is shown in 
Figure 4.3. Q  is a small fixed capacitor. We found the ceramic capacitor to be a bad 
choice because of its large temperature coefficient. For low to medium rf power 
experiments, a silver-mica capacitor from CORNELL DUBELIER is a much better 
choice. It has small size and small temperature coefficient. A silver-micro capacitor 
with a 22 pF capacity can handle up to 500 V (peak voltage). For higher voltages, 
American Technical Ceramics (ATC) makes fixed capacitors rated at 3600 V, the ATC- 
100E series. A short coax stub as a small capacitor is also good for high voltage 
applications. The matching element Lm is a small inductor which provides the 
impedance match. In this rf circuit, all the components are fixed. The inductive and 
capacitive values of these components must be chosen carefully to reach as near to the 
desired frequency as possible. After immersion in the liquid helium, the resonance 
frequency of the probe tends to decrease or increase by 1-2%. Any mistuning can be 
corrected with a room temperature impedance-matching box^-7 which can restore the 
impedance to near 50 ohm resistance. As the probe is used with a variable field magnet 
system, we usually readjust the field to the new probe resonance frequency, then use 
the matching box for minor impedance matching. The real advantage of this design is 
its simplicity. Also, there is only one component (capacitor Ct) in the resonant circuit,












































































which has a large temperature coefficient. Therefore, the circuit is relatively less 
sensitive to temperature variations. All the components are inexpensive, and probe 
reassemble is quite easy. The probe can be easily retuned to a new resonance 
frequency by simply replacing the capacitor (Cj) and the matching coil (Lm).
The probe head is about 42 mm long with about 7 mm diameter, mounted at the 
end of a transmission line (Figure 4.3). The transmission line extends from the probe 
head (4.2 K) up to the outside of the cryostat (room temperature), as shown in Figure 
4.2. The transmission line can be a regular coaxial cable (RG-58/U). However this 
type of cable, because of copper content, will generate a large heat leak and introduce a 
large helium boiling rate. To reduce thermal conduction, a homemade coaxial line was 
constructed. Both the outer and center conductors of the homemade coaxial cable are 
nonmagnetic stainless steel tubes with 0.010 inches wall thickness. The outer 
conductor is 0.5 inches in diameter, while the central conductor is 0.25 inches in 
diameter. The outer conductor is then electrically connected to the whole magnet 
system to provide a better ground shielding. Between the outer and central tubes, there 
are Teflon spacers. This transmission line, 2.1 m long, has a relatively low heat 
conductivity and provides good rf power transmission at frequencies lower than 150 
MHz. For higher frequency, one can coat the center stainless steel tube or even both 
the center and outer stainless steel tubes with silver. A short PVC heat shrink tubing 
was used to cover the end of the transmission line and the probe head for isolation and 
mechanical protection.
4 .3  Spectral Simulation
4 .3 .1  Introduction
Solid-state NMR spectra of quadrupole nuclei in powdered solids exhibit broad 
resonances which result from the signals of randomly oriented microcrystalline relative
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to the applied magnetic field. The solid-state NMR line shape can contain information 
on molecular geometry, electronic structure of chemical bond, and motions of 
molecules in dynamic systems. Information on spatially anisotropic properties, such as 
nuclear electric quadrupole couplings, chemical shielding and dipolar couplings, can be 
obtained from the analysis of the overall line shape of the NMR powder pattern. In 
simple cases, it is possible to read the NMR parameters directly from the spectrum. 
However, in most cases, it is necessary to compute numerically the spectrum using 
various values of the NMR parameters, and then to adopt as correct those values for 
which the computed spectrum most closely resembles the experimental s p e c t r u m . 4 - 8  a  
NMR spectral simulation procedure based on variable magnetic field is discussed in this 
section.
4 .3 .2  Computation of NMR Spectra
The origin of the quadrupole coupling constant and asymmetry arises from the 
electrostatic interaction (quadrupolar interaction), between the nuclear charge and the 
electric field gradient. More detail discussion about the quadrupolar interaction and the 
electric field gradient can be found in chapter 3 and chapter 5.
The total nuclear Hamiltonian in the presence of nuclear quadrupole effects is 
H to ta l ~  " T H o (  1 " f z +  H q
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, Hq is the applied magnetic field, Iz is the nuclear 
spin angular momentum operator in the coordinate system, and the Gjso is the isotropic 
chemical shift relative to a reference system. A common form of the quadrupole 
coupling Hamiltonian is:
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The Q term is the nuclear quadrupole moment**-^ and 8 jso is the kronecker 
delta. The electric field gradient, Vjjj (=eqkj), is expressed as a tensor and can be 
described as a symmetric traceless 3x3 matrix. The electric field gradient tensor in the 
principal axis system is:
qxx o o 
o qyy o 
o o qzz
VPA = e
where e is the charge of an electron and q is an electric field gradient component. eqzz 
is the largest component of the electric field gradient with convention leqzzl> leqyyl> 
leqxxl.4-10 Based on the NMR Hamiltonians, “size” and “shape” of the electric field 
gradient is expressed by the quadrupole coupling constant, Cq  = e2qzzQ/h, and the 
asymmetry parameter, T|,
qxx~qyy
T\ = ----------  ranges from 0 to 1.
qzz
In the principal axis system, the electric field gradient tensor can be simplified to two 
parameters, eq77 and rj:
r (1—T|) 0 0
V PA = -
eqzz 0  (1+T|) 0
0 0 - 2
The transformation between the laboratory coordinate system (Lab) and the molecular 
coordinate system (principal axis, PA) is accomplished with the direction cosine
matrices^ - 11 using they-convention^-1 2 ;
vL*b=r :;‘ (8)RJ1 (x)vPARz(/)RN(e)
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As a powder spectrum is computed by summing the spectra from an ensemble of 
randomly oriented single crystals, only two Euler angles, 0 and %, are needed to orient 
the electric field gradient tensor relative to the magnetic field, Hq. Because all 
orientations of the crystals are equally alike, the summation of the spectra must 
correspond to a uniform distribution of the magnetic field over all the directions. The 
inversion symmetry of the magnetic interactions assures that the single crystal spectrum 
is the same for two oppositely directed magnetic field vectors. It is thus only necessary 
to cover over half of all directions to obtain the correct result. Therefore, the 
quadrupole nuclear NMR powder patterns can be calculated by summing the nuclear 
transition frequencies over a range of 9 and % orientations within the limits of 0 and 90° 
with sin0 weighting. The nuclear transition frequencies can be obtained by solving the 
eigenvalue problem for Ht0tal at a given orientation, 0  and %, and the magnetic field 
value. The problem with this approach is that weighting factors are widely differing 
values, so that while some calculations produce large contributions, others count only 
very little towards the result. In the effort to reduce the calculation time, Alderman et 
a/4-8 have rep0rted a more efficient weighting scheme. This simple scheme for 
partitioning all directions in which the weighting functions take on a more limited range 
of values can increase the efficiency of the calculation by producing a result of equal 
accuracy with fewer computation.
At field swept pulsed NMR experiments, the magnetic field value is varied at 
each data point. Thus, a new magnetic field value will be used for calculating each 
point of the spectrum. For a spectrum with wide spectral width, the rf pulse with 
relatively long duration time can only excite a very small frequency range around the 
carrier frequency. Thus, at each magnetic field value, only a small range of transition 
frequency signals can be detected. To monitor the experiment conditions, a frequency 
window which has a small deviate (Av) from the carrier frequency is set up in the
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calculation program. Only those transition frequencies which have deviates from the 
carrier frequency smaller than Av are counted at each magnetic field value. The size of 
the frequency window depends on the magnetic field increment value and the magnetic 
field imhomogeneity. For the spectral computation discussed in this section, the shape 
of the spectrum does not depends upon the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant. 
More information regarding the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant can be found 
in chapter 5.
4 .3 .3  Simulation Results
Several simulation examples are discussed in this section. The chemical shift 
effect is small relative to quadrupolar interaction used here; therefore, chemical shift 
effect was not included in all the simulations.
Figure 4.4 contains simulated powder patterns for 23n3, 91zr, ^ B , 43ca, 
93Nb, 138l3) 50y an(j  176lu nuclei which have spin number (I) 3/2, 5/2, 3,7/2, 9/2, 
5, 6  and 7, respectively. To simplify the calculation, the same quadrupole coupling 
constant and asymmetry parameter, 2 MHz and 0, were used for all these simulations.
Five simulated 91Zr (spin number, I = 5/2) powder spectra are shown in Figure 
4.5. All the spectra are calculated based on the same condition except for the 
quadmpole coupling constant value. One can note that the secondary broadening effect 
of the quadrupole interaction on the central transition starts showing up when the value 
of the quadrupole coupling constant increases. This broadening effect increases the 
difficulties of the conventional NMR techniques to detect the central transition.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the effect of the asymmetry parameter on the line shape of 
27A1 spectra. All these spectra were simulated at 10 Tesla range with a quadmpole 
coupling constant of 2 MHz. More simulation examples can be found in section 4.4 
and section 4.5.
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Figure 4.4 Simulated spectra of 23Na, 91zr, l^B, ^ C a ,  93Nb, 138La, 50y ^  
l^^Lu nuclei which have spin number (I) 3/2, 5/2, 3, 7/2, 9/2, 5, 6  and 7, 
respectively. Quadrupole coupling constant (Cq) and asymmetry parameter (rj), 2 
MHz and 0, were used for all these simulations.
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Cq  = 10 MHz
Cq  = 5 MHz
Cq  = 1 MHz
4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5 5.1
Magnetic Field/Tesla
Figure 4.5 Simulated spectra of 91zr with quadrupole coupling constant (Cq ) 1, 
5, and 10 MHz respectively. Asymmetry parameter (t|) is 0 for all these simulations.




4.65 4.66 4.67 4.68 4.69 4.7 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.74
Magnetic Field/Tesla
Figure 4.6 Simulated spectra of 27A1 with asymmetry parameter (t|) 0, 0.2, 0.4, 
0.6, 0.8, and 1 respectively. Quadrupole coupling constant (Cq ) is 2 MHz for all 
these simulations.
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4 .4  A Prelim inary W ork —
15 Tesla, 4.2 K Field Swept 27a 1 NMR Spectroscopy
(Reprinted with permission from Chem. Phys. Lett, 1994,221, 6 5 - 7 .
I gratefully acknowledge a grant from the National Science Foundation (CHE- 
9119871) for the support of this project. I am thankful for the technical assistance of 
Profs. R. Goodrich, P. Adams and W. Johnson. I thank Dr. R. Pearson for 
recommending tabular alumina and Dr. T. Parker of LaRoche Chemicals for supplying 
a sample.)
Communication
In solid-state NMR spectroscopy, 27A1 is commonly studied, yet the ability to 
make connections between the spectra and structure remains poor. This is because of 
several problems: ( 1) apparent isotropic chemical shifts are affected by second-order 
quadrupole s h i f t s  ^ - 1 3 - 1 5  (2 ) peak intensities are difficult to calibrate;^-16-18 ( 3)  some 
27A1 sites in high surface-area materials have reduced intensity due to rapid proton 
h o p p i n g ; 4 - 1 9  and (4 ) the values of the quadrupole coupling constant and asymmetry 
parameter are difficult to m e a s u r e . 4 - 5 , 1 3 , 1 5 , 1 7  Herein, we present our first results for 
27A1 NMR at 4.2 K performed in a magnetic field swept mode, a method that solves 
most of the above problems.
Superconducting magnets for NMR come in two forms. Chemists tend to 
select a magnet with high field homogeneity, a room temperature bore (the sample 
region), and persistent operation at a fixed magnetic field. Physicists often need 
measurements as a function of magnetic field: de Hass-van Alphen effect, 
magnetoresistance, etc.4-20 a  physics magnet tends to have low homogeneity and a 
cold bore, and to operate in persistent mode only for brief intervals between large field 
sweeps. Also, the liquid helium consumption is substantially larger. A representative
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physics magnet is the Oxford 1 6 / 1 8  Tesla m a g n e t . 4 - 2 1  it operates at fields up to 1 6  T 
( 4 . 2  K )  and up to 1 8 . 3  T ( 2  K ,  obtained with a lambda point refrigerator), and has a 
field homogeneity of better than 0 . 1 %  over 1 c m ^  . 4 . 2 2  xhe magnet power supply can 
be controlled remotely via an R S 2 3 2  port, and liquid helium consumption is about 3 0  
L/day.
There are a number of methods for acquiring NMR data in a field swept 
m o d e , 4 - 2 3 , 2 4  and several methods for frequency swept o p e r a t i o n . 4 - 2 5 - 2 7  Field 
swept NMR spectroscopy is often employed for metals and a l l o y s . 4 - 2 8 , 2 9  in this 
work, we tried two approaches in the field swept mode, an rf bridge and long, low 
power rf pulses. We acquired some spectra with the rf bridge, 4 . 3 0 - 3 2  fc,ut they were 
noisy because of the susceptibility of the bridge balance to vibrations in the lab. The 
second method, which is preferable, is field-swept pulsed NMR. Each data point in the 
spectrum corresponds to the integrated free-induction decay following a 1 0 0  (is, small 
tip angle p u l s e . 4 - 3 3  By using a small tip angle pulse, we are operating in the linear 
response r e g i o n , 4-34,3 5  ancj therefore, peak intensities of the satellite transitions 
correspond to those of a conventional CW NMR experiment. The long pulse, 1 0 0  |is, 
excites a small portion of the line shape, on the order of the magnetic field step size. 
The probe is a simple fixed-frequency tuned circuit at the end of a 2 . 1  m stainless-steel 
transmission l i n e 4 - 3 6 ( as shown in section 4 . 2 . 2 ,  and the NMR console operates over 
a wide frequency range, 1 0 - 3 0 0  M H z .4-37 The NMR carrier frequency sets the center 
of the magnetic field sweep range, as shown in Figure 4.7a-c. In the final experiment, 
Figure 4.7c, the sample size was reduced to achieve a higher effective field 
homogeneity, estimated to be about 3 x 1 0 ~ 4  0r b e t t e r . 4 - 3 8  Figure 4.7d shows the 
results obtained on a conventional solid-state NMR spectrometer with a high power, 
single pulse experiment; the failure to cleanly observe the satellite transitions is typical 
for a fixed-field experiment.
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Two noteworthy observations are the very large spectral widths that can be 
obtained and the ease of operation at 4.2 K. In fact, the spectrum shown in Figure 
4.7b is the very first alumina spectrum acquired under conditions that suppress proton 
hopping, thus yielding a spectrum in the static limit.4-19 Also, it is simple to change 
the operating field strength over the 2-16 T range; retuning the probe and resetting the 
magnetic field are easily done. The experiment has a very high signal-to-noise ratio 
which can be exploited in several ways; Figure 4.3b shows that satisfactory results can 
be obtained even when operating with an improperly tuned probe. In principle, it 
should be possible to obtain reliable multiparameter fits for complex resonances arising 
from overlapping powder patterns of multiple 27a i sites. The magnetic field 
inhomogeneity of 300 ppm, while satisfactory for resolving 27a i  sites with large 
quadrupole coupling constants, is too large to allow resolution based on 27 A1 chemical 
shifts, of 100 ppm. The present instrumentation and procedure appear satisfactory for 
separating 27A1 sites based on electric field gradients, but not for correlating those sites 
with previously determined 27 A1 chemical shifts; that task will require either smaller 
samples, on the order of 10 mg, or the addition of shim coils. In summary, this 
instrument provides a means of acquiring high-quality solid-state NMR spectra for 
materials containing difficult nuclei such as 27 Al, 91zr, 93Nb, and 115in for which 
large quadrupole coupling constants are common.
4 .5  Low-Temperature (4.2 K) 23^a and 27 ai Field Swept NMR 
Spectroscopy of Hydrogen Faujasites: Observation of
Nonframework Aluminum Sites.
(I gratefully acknowledge a grant from the National Science Foundation (CHE- 
9119871) and the donors of the Petroleum Research Fund, administered by the ACS, 
for support of this research. The andalusite sample is from the collection of Prof. Barb
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Figure 4.7 Magnetic field swept 27A1 NMR spectra of alumina (100 jx mesh size, 
a-alumina phase, 0.04% Fe203 content) at 4.2 K and three different rf carrier 
frequencies, (a) Each data point in the spectrum is the average of magnitude values 
from four FIDs and the entire spectrum was acquired in 2.5 hours. The simulated line 
shape is corrected for magnetic field sweep effects and is based on a quadrupole 
coupling constant of 2.33 MHz and asymmetry parameter of zero, (b) Average of 8  
FIDs, 5 hr scan for this run, the probe was left tuned to 50.95 MHz; in spite of 
mistuning, an adequate spectrum is obtained, (c) No averaging; 50 min scan, (d) 
This spectrum acquired with a conventional solid-state NMR spectrometer operating at
4.7 T (Bruker MSL200), room temperature and using a 1 ps rf pulse. Average of 200 
transients.
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Dutrow (Dept, of Geology, LSU) and the hydrogen FAU samples were supplied by 
Dr. Carol Fitzpatrick and Dr. A1 Schweitzer, Exxon Research and Development 
Laboratory (Baton Rouge, LA, USA); I thank all for the illustrative properties of these 
samples.)
4 .5 .1  Introduction
Solid-state NMR of zeolites, clays and other materials is most commonly done 
at room temperature. When these materials contain mobile ions or small molecules, the 
room temperature NMR spectrum often does not show the structural complexity of the 
materials. For quadrupolar nuclei such as 23jsja and 27Al, the solid-state NMR 
spectrum is determined by the local molecular and/or ionic structure, i.e., the relative 
placement of ions and waters of hydration. If the local structure is static, then the 
information content of NMR structure is maximized. On the other hand, if ions or 
small molecules are freely mobile on the NMR time scale, then one obtains a motionally 
averaged NMR spectrum with a reduced information content. One can estimate that 
motions occurring at a rate of 104 s'* or faster will affect 23Na and 27Ai quadrupolar- 
perturbed NMR powder patterns. For a small activation barrier, say 5 kJ-m ol'l, 
temperatures below 30 K are required to suppress fast ion and molecular motion. 
Therefore, it seems highly desirable to routinely obtain 23n s and 27Al NMR spectra at
4.2 K.
The main problem with solid-state NMR at 4.2 K is that line narrowing 
techniques such as magic-angle spinning (MAS) and double-rotation spinning (DOR)
4.4 ^  extremely difficult to implement. Yannoni and coworkers have developed a low 
temperature l^C CP/MAS NMR p r o b e . 4 - 3 9  However the spin rate used in low 
temperature CP/MAS NMR is much slower than is required for 27Al MAS NMR, 
roughly 2 kHz versus 15 kHz, r e s p e c t i v e l y . 4-17 An alternative to an ineffective line
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naiTOwing technique is the acquisition of the complete NMR powder pattern even 
though the resonance may cover a spectral region of nearly 10 MHz. Conventional, 
constant magnetic field, high-power rf pulse NMR techniques are limited to a spectral 
width of about 0.5 MHz. While swept frequency operation is feasible, as has been 
done for solid-state 31p NMR of vanadium-phosphorus oxide catalysts 4-40  ̂ is often 
easier to sweep the magnetic field as was done years ago. In fact, swept field NMR is 
still common for ir.itals and other electrically conducting solids.4-29 Slichter and 
coworkers have acquired ^ ^ P t NMR spectra of catalysts by this method.4-41.42 
Similarly, 63£u and ^ 0  NMR of high-Tc superconductors is routinely acquired by 
sweeping the magnetic field.4-28 Finally, we have recently used this technique to 
acquire 27^1 NMR spectra of OC-AI2 O 3 at three different fields: 4.6, 9, and 15 
Tesla.4-43 \y e note here that swept field NMR at 4.2 K usually requires a 
conveniently short NMR spin-lattice relaxation time (Tj). It is this requirement that 
has, perhaps, deterred studies of zeolites and clays by low temperature NMR. In fact, 
we find that T j's are quite acceptable and, herein, we report the first observations of 
2^Na and 27 Al NMR spectra at 4.2 K in zeolitic materials. A preliminary search is 
made for nonframework aluminum sites in dealuminated hydrogen faujasite (FAU) 
zeolites.
4 .5 .2  Experimental
An Oxford 16/18 Tesla (4.2/2 K operations, respectively) cold-bore 
superconducting magnet is used for this work. The magnet is not operated in the 
persistent mode as is typical in NMR but rather is continuously energized by the Oxford 
power supply. The power supply is controlled by the NMR console, thus enabling 
slow sweep of the magnetic field through the NMR resonance condition.
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The NMR probe is fixed-tuned at a single frequency and is mounted on a 2.1 m 
stainless-steel transmission line. A homemade NMR console is used to generate low- 
power single pulses or spin-echo (90x - x - 180y - x - AQ) pulse sequences and 
observed the Bloch decay or spin echo, respectively.4-37 The objective of the pulse 
sequence is to sample a small spectral region of the resonance as the magnet field is 
slowly swept across the spectrum. Thus, the single pulse is 100 (is in duration with a 
tip angle <45° or, for the spin echo sequence, the 90° rf pulse length is set to the 
relatively long value of 8 to 48 (is. The rf pulse power is set by maximizing the spin 
echo amplitude for the 27 Al |+l/2> —» l-l/2> transition of the sample. In preliminary 
work with (X-AI2 O3 , a single, small tip-angle pulse was used instead of the spin echo 
sequence used herein.4-43 The lower concentration of 27 Al in some of the present 
samples, combined with the shorter T2  values, requires the more sensitive spin echo 
sequence.
Each data point in the field swept NMR spectrum is obtained by averaging 16 to 
56 spin echoes, Fourier transforming, and then integrating the spectral region near the 
carrier frequency. The magnetic field is then reset to the next higher value and the 
process repeated. Typically, spectra are acquired in 4-12 hours.
There are some difficulties with this method. First, the magnetic field 
inhomogeneity is poor, estimated to be about 300 ppm .4-44 Second, magnetic field 
calibration is imprecise, with an error comparable to the field inhomogeneity. Third, 
the liquid helium consumption is rather large, about 30 L/day (even larger at high 
fields), because of the continuous heat dissipation from the magnet current passing 
through the non-superconducting charging leads. For this reason, the magnet is 
installed near the helium liquifier and helium is recycled.
Spectra were acquired for several samples: a single crystal of andalusite, a 
powdered andalusite sample prepared from the same original crystal mass, and four
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hydrogen FAU (faujasite structure) zeolites. The pinkish andalusite crystal appears to 
be a single crystal as it does not show different domains under polarizing light 
microscopy and the room temperature 27Al NMR shows transitions consistent with a 
single phase. The iron content is 0.35% (FeO). Two FAU samples have low 
aluminum content; LZ-210 (Katalystics) has a Si0 2 /Al2 0 3  = 11 and CBV-780 (PQ 
Corporation) has a Si0 2 /Al2 0 3  = 80. Furthermore, CBV-780 has had extensive 
post-synthesis modification and shows a significant amount of nonframework or 
amorphous species by SEM. Two other samples are LZY-62 and LZY-72; the former 
is an ammonium ion exchanged faujasite while the latter has been steam-treated for the 
purpose of dealumination. The silica/alumina ratios for LZY-62 and -72 are 4.94 and 
5.10, respectively.
4 .4 .3  Results and Discussion
The 27Al NMR spectrum of andalusite is presented first as this spectrum 
demonstrates the exceptionally wide spectral width that is obtained by field swept 
NMR. Andalusite was chosen as a test sample because it has two aluminum sites, both 
having very large values for the 27Al quadrupole coupling constant, Cq. The 
octahedral and five-coordinate aluminum sites are present in a 1 :1  ratio in the unit 
cell.4-45-47 Figure 4.8 shows the 27Al field swept NMR spectrum at 110.5 MHz for 
a crystal oriented with the (0 0 1 ) crystal face approximately perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. A more severe test of the sensitivity of field swept NMR is 
demonstrated by the acquisition of a spectrum of powdered andalusite, shown in Figure 
4.9. Also shown are simulated spectra of the two aluminum sites in andalusite based on 
the solution of the quadrupolar plus zeeman hamiltonian at each magnetic field value in 
the spectra; the values of C q and t\ are taken from previous single crystal NMR 
work.4-48,49 The simulation includes second-order quadrupolar effects; chemical
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shift anisotropy is not included as it is small with respect to the total spectral width. 
The important result from these spectra is that resonances with very wide spectral 
widths can be studied even at 4.2 K. The spectral width demonstrated in Figure 4.9 is 
7.76 MHz.
On the basis of the success of 27a i field swept NMR for the andalusite 
samples, we then turned to zeolite samples which are known to differ in the amount of 
nonframework (amorphous) aluminum sites. The zeolites LZ-210 and LZY-62, 
hydrogen FAU zeolites, are known to contain aluminum only in framework sites. This 
is in contrast to another pair of hydrogen FAU zeolites, CBV-780, which, because of 
extensive post-synthesis modifications, contains a significant amount of nonframework 
(amorphous) aluminum sites and LZY-72, which has been hydrothermally treated. All 
zeolites are in their hydrogen form, yet contain some sodium. Therefore, field swept 
NMR spectra were obtained covering both 23Na and 27Al spectral regions.
Figure 4.10 shows the 23Na and 27Al resonances for LZ-62 at 10 and 5 Tesla 
(traces a and b). The 27Al NMR spectrum shows a simple 27Al quadrupolar powder 
pattern; preliminary spectral simulation (trace c) suggests the line shape is dominated by 
an 27Al site with C q  = 2.37 MHz and T| = 0.35. Also visible in the 10 T experimental 
spectra are small peaks due to the 63cu resonance of the copper rf coil and the 23Na 
resonance from the remaining sodium ions in this ammonium exchanged zeolite. At the 
limit of the magnetic field increment and homogeneity used here, there is no discernible 
structure in the 23Na resonance.
The 23fja and 27ai field swept spectra of a zeolite, LZY-72, with 
nonframework aluminum sites are shown in Figure 4.11, again taken at both 10 T and 
5 T. Based on the relatively large line widths for both the 63cu and the 27Al |+l/2> -> 
I—1/2> transitions in the 10 T spectrum, the sample is poorly centered in the magnet and 
the spectra suffer from magnetic field inhomogeneity, hence the need to acquire spectra
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Figure 4.8 The 27 Al NMR spectrum of a single crystal of andalusite. Each data 
point corresponds to the integrated intensity about the carrier frequency, 110.5 MHz, 
from a spectrum acquired with a low-power single pulse with 100 |xs duration. After 
average of 8  FIDs was acquired, the magnetic field was increased by 0.002 Tesla. The 
pinkish crystal is roughly rectangularprismatic with a mass of 169 mg.
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Figure 4.9 The 27Al NMR spectrum of a powdered andalusite sample. Each data 
point corresponds to the integrated intensity about the carrier frequency, 52.35 MHz, 
from a spectrum acquired with a spin echo pulse sequence; the 90° pulse length is 24 
jls and the interpulse delay is 8  ps. After 50 echoes were acquired with a recycle delay 
of 5 seconds, the magnetic field was increased by 0.005 Tesla. The sample mass is 50 
mg. Below the experimental trace are shown simulated 27Al NMR spectra of the 
octahedral aluminum site and the five-coordinate site based on the parameters given in 
reference 4.49 which were obtained at room temperature. It appears likely that the 
five-coordinate site has a temperature dependent electric field gradient.
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Figure 4.10 The 23]\ra and 27Al NMR spectra of a hydrogen FAU, LZY62, that 
contains aluminum only in framework sites, at 5 and 10 Tesla, respectively. Each data 
point corresponds to the integrated intensity about the carrier frequency, 54.2 MHz and 
111.5 MHz. All spectrum were acquired with a low-power, small-tip-angle single 
pulse with 100 (xs duration. After the average of 12 (for 10 Tesla) or 20 (for 5 Tesla) 
FIDs was acquired, the magnetic field was increased by 0.002 Tesla. The sample 
masses are 89.3 mg (for 5 Tesla) and 93 mg (for 10 Tesla). The insert (trace c) shows 
simulated 27Al NMR spectrum for trace (a) with CQ = 2.37 MHz, r| = 0.35.
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Figure 4.11 The 23>ja and 27^1 NMR spectra of a hydrogen FAU, LZY72, that 
contains nonframework aluminum sites at 5 and 10 Tesla, respectively. Each data 
point corresponds to the integrated intensity about the carrier frequency, 54.2 MHz and 
111.8 MHz. All spectrum were acquired with a low-power, small-tip-angle single 
pulse with 100 (is duration. After average of 12 (for 10 Tesla) or 20 (for 5 Tesla) FIDs 
was acquired, the magnetic field was increased by 0.002 Tesla (for 5 Tesla) or 0.001 
Tesla (for 10 Tesla). The sample masses are 89.3 mg (for 5 Tesla) and 104 mg (for 10 
Tesla). Trace (c) shows simulated 27 Al NMR spectrum for trace (b) with Cq  = 10 
MHz, -q = 0.6.
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at a lower field where the quadrupolar interaction is larger than this line broadening 
effect. Relative to LZY-62, the nonframework 27Al resonance is dominated by a site 
with C q  = 10 MHz and r\ = 0.6. The much larger value of C q  indicates possible 
additional distortion of the aluminum coordination environment. Again, the 23 Na 
resonance is featureless.
The spectrum of another zeolite, LZ 210, containing only framework aluminum 
sites is shown in Figure 4.12a. This spectrum is remarkably similar to that of LZY-62 
(Figure 4.12b), which also contains only framework aluminum sites, and both differ 
significantly from that of the zeolite containing nonframework aluminum sites, LZY-72 
(Figure 4.12c). The reason for the apparently larger 63qu signal for the LZ-210 is the 
smaller amount of aluminum in this high silica zeolite: Si0 2 /Al2 0 3  = 11 versus 4.94 
for LZY-62. This observation is given as a possible indication of the quantitative 
nature of field swept NMR. The very low aluminum content of CBV-780 yielded 
spectra that were dominated by a probe background. In a first run, this probe 
background was eventually traced to a silver-mica capacitor. Unfortunately, even after 
replacement of this capacitor with a coax stub, the probe background was still large 
relative to the weak 27Al signal of CBV-780.
4 . 4 . 4  Conclusions
Field swept NMR has been demonstrated as an effective method for observing 
extremely broad resonances, nearly 8 MHz in the case of powdered andalusite. At a 
sample temperature of 4.2 K, used to suppress water and ion motion, the 27Al NMR 
spectra of zeolites containing only framework aluminum sites yield a simple powder 
pattern corresponding to Cq  = 2.37 MHz and T| = 0.35. However, one sample with 
nonframework aluminum sites is found to have a substantially larger value for Cq  o f 
10 MHz.
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Figure 4.12 The 23Na and 27Al NMR spectra of (a) a hydrogen faujasite, LZr-210,
that contains aluminum only in framework sites. The spectrum was acquired with a 
spin echo pulse sequence(48 |is 90° pulse and 8  (is interpulse delay). After 16 echoes 
were acquired with a recycle delay of 1 0  seconds, the magnetic field was increased by 
0.002 Tesla. The sample mass is 81.8 mg. (b) a hydrogen faujasite, LZY62, that 
contains aluminum only in framework sites (c) a hydrogen faujasite, LZY72, that 
contains nonframework aluminum sites.
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These value are comparable to previously reported quadrupole coupling 
constant for aluminum.4-15 The large quadrupole coupling constant indicates an 
exceptionally large structural asymmetry at the nonframework aluminum sites. We note 
here that conventional 27Al NMR methods of sites with Cq  =10 MHz will be very 
difficult. Also, recent double rotation NMR (DOR) work has found a site in 
dealuminated zeolite Y with C q  = 6.2 MHz4-50 and high-field pulsed NMR of 
dehydrated hydrogen ZSM-5 shows a site with C q  =16 MHz4-51; both studies were 
done at room temperature and thus are susceptible to motional effects.
The large spectral width required to study the 23iqa ancj 27Al resonances is 
obtained by using field swept NMR techniques. The spin-lattice relaxation times for 
the sample studied in this work are conveniently short at 4.2 K, roughly 10 seconds, 
and the 300 ppm magnetic field inhomogeneity does not significantly impede the 
experiment.
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5 .1  Introduction
Quadrupolar nuclei are characterized by having a nuclear spin, I, equal or 
greater than 1. This property impacts an asymmetric distribution of charge at the 
nucleus creating an electric quadrupole moment. For a quadrupole nucleus, an electric 
field gradient exists between the nucleus and its surrounding electrons. The interaction 
between the nuclear charge and the non-spherical symmetric electric field gradient is 
called nuclear quadrupole interaction which dominates solid state NMR spectra. Two 
parameters can represent this electric field gradient: quadrupole coupling constant, 
e2qzzQ/h, and asymmetry parameter r\. The quadrupole coupling constant can be 
estimated by a simple electrostatic modeling of the ligands surrounding a quadrupolar 
nucleus as discussed in chapter 3. As the electric field gradient reflects the environment 
of the nucleus, some structural predictions can be made by knowing the quadrupole 
coupling constant and asymmetry parameter.
The electric field gradient is a second rank tensor. So, the quadrupole coupling 
constant has both magnitude and sign. When a quadrupole nucleus is placed in the 
magnetic field, the nucleus energy level will be unevenly split due to the zeeman 
interaction and the quadrupolar interaction. For example, with zeeman interaction 
alone, for a nucleus with spin = 1 , its nuclear energy will be split into three levels 
(Figure 5.1(b)). With additional quadrupole interaction, two possibilities could 
happen. The energy level can be split as shown in Figure 5.1(a) that gives a positive 
sign to the quadrupole coupling constant, or, as shown in Figure 5.1(c) that gives a 
negative sign to the quadrupole coupling constant, depending on the electric field 
gradient at this quadrupole nucleus. Unfortunately, the sign of quadrupole coupling 
constants cannot be determined by any type of NMR experiments under normal 
conditions. Under normal conditions, for example, in the high temperature limit, both 
positive and negative signs give identical NMR spectra. However, an exception exists
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Zeeman Interaction Zeeman Interaction Zeeman Interaction
+ + + 
e2qzzQ/h > 0  e2qzzQ/h =0 e2qzzQ/h >0
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.1 Effect of the zeeman and quadrupole interactions on the nuclear energy
levels for spin system 1=1.
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in principle with extreme conditions.5-1 The extreme conditions refer to high magnetic 
field and very low temperature (milliKelvin range).
According to the Boltzmann distribution theory, spin population at one energy 
level can be expressed as:
Nm = e x p ( - | i ) =  e x p ( - ^ )
At high temperature, the Boltzmann exponential e"hvm/kT can be simply expressed as: 
l-hvm/kT. At very low temperature, this simple expansion will be no longer true. The 
contribution of the higher expansions is not negligible. At that low temperature range, 
the population of the lowest energy level is much larger than that of the highest energy 
level. For example, if hvm » kT, for a spin I = 1, the transition 1+1 -» I0> will be 
much less or more intense than the transition I0> —» l-l>, depending on whether 
e^qzzQ/h is positive or negative. Significant high fields and low temperatures (to reach 
hvm » kT, vm °e Hq) are required to generate Boltzmann-induced asymmetries in the 
NMR powder pattern. Each kind of nuclei requires its own critical conditions 
depending on the gyromagnetic ratio (y). For deuterium, a magnetic field of 18 Tesla 
and a temperature of 50 mK are sufficient. Under these conditions, the sign can be 
obtained from the direction of the asymmetry in the deuterium NMR powder pattern. 
Simulated 2h  power patterns are shown in Figure 5.2. The ability to combine signs of 
quadrupole coupling constants with structure has important consequences as discussed 
later in this chapter.
Low and ultra low temperature NMR techniques have had increased interest in 
the last few y e a r s . 5-2-5 Both in principle and practice, very low temperatures (< 1 K) 
can bring dramatic improvements in the signal intensity.5-3 However, the price paid 
for this is an enormous increase in the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time (T^) and the
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T = 0.025 K
= 0.050 K
T = 0.300 K
-100 80 100
Frequency/kHz
Figure 5.2 Calculated deuterium powder patterns show how the temperature affects 
the direction of the asymmetry of the line shape. (e2qzzQ/h = + 80 kHz, q = 0, Ho = 
18 Tesla) For a negative quadrupole coupling constant, the skew of this shape will be 
in the opposite direction.
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experimental difficulty of working at low temperature. These problems become more 
acute at millikelvin temperatures, and restrict the applicability of ultra low' temperature 
NMR. It has been observed that 3He can mediate nuclear spin-lattice relaxation at 
surfaces.5.2,4,6,7
In this chapter, research is proposed to determine, for the first time, the sign of 
2H quadrupole coupling constants in metal hydride complexes. The correlation 
between the molecular structure and the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant is also 
discussed.
5 .2  Instrumentation
5 .2 .1  The Oxford Magnet with a Dilution Refrigerator
An 18 Tesla (766 MHz for *H) low homogeneity superconducting magnet (see 
Appendix D for more detail) from Oxford Instrument combined with an Oxford ^He - 
^He dilution refrigerator forms the basis of an NMR system that can be used to 
determine the sign of quadrupole coupling constants (e2qzzQ/h) for a wide range of 
nuclei, such as 2H, ^Li, 2^Na and 27a 1, but only 2H is discussed here. The magnet 
system was purchased from Oxford in June 1991. This is a cold bore magnet, and the 
magnet can be used with or without the dilution refrigerator. Some of the specifications 
for this magnet system are listed in Table 5.1. At present, this system is one of the 
most powerful NMR magnet systems in the world.
An Oxford power supply (PS 120) is used to energize the magnetic field up to 
18 Tesla (120 A output); it can be used to vary the field and sweep the field in 10 Gauss 
steps.
The dilution refrigerator consists of two sets of mixing chambers: the glass tail 
and the top loading. In the glass tail mixing chamber, samples are immersed in a ^He - 
^He mash. In the top loading mixing chamber, samples can be loaded into the cryostat
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Table 5.1 Specifications of the Oxford 16/18 T (4.2/2.2 K operation respectively) 
magnet
Guaranteed maximum central magnetic field at 4.2 K 16.0 Tesla
at 2.2 K 18.0 Tesla
Homogeneity (in 10 mm DSV) 100 ppm
Current for central field of 16.0 T 103.47 Amps
of 18.0 T 116.40 Amps
Field /Current ratio 0.1563 T/A 
(1563 Gauss/Amps)
Field decay in persistent model 0.1546 Gauss/hr
Magnet clear bore diameter 52 mm
Lowest temperature 6.5 mK
Normal inductance 76 Henries
Switch heater current for open state 50 mA at 4.2 K 
55 mA at 2.2 K
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without warming the dilution refrigerator above approximately 2.5 K; samples sit in 
vacuum after being loaded into the cryostat. Inside the mixing chambers, temperatures 
can reach 6.5 mK by continually pumping the mash (^He - ^He mixture). However, 
the lowest actual temperature of each operation depends on many factors. Figure 5.3 
displays a diagram of the dilution refrigerator.
The theory behind the dilution refrigerator is quite simple. The cooling process 
is based on the entropy of the mixing of 3fle - 3fje gas, entering the cryostat
from the back side of the pumping system, is pre-cooled to 4.2 K with a helium trap, 
and then condenses into the 1 K cooling stage ( IK  pot, pumped ^He). It then goes 
successively through a flow impedance, a heat exchanger attached to the still, and into 
the mixing chamber. The phase separation occurs with the lighter ^He-rich phase 
forming the top layer (Phase A). If the still, where the liquid-vapor interface of the 
^He-poor phase is located, is kept at lower than 0.7 K, most of the vapor will be ^He. 
Pumping on this vapor will remove 3He from the liquid (Phase B) and destroy the 
equilibrium between these two phases (Phase A and B). To restore the equilibrium, 
some 3He atoms diffuse across the phase boundary where the adiabatic dilution causes 
cooling.
The beauty of this magnet system is that it can generate a very high field (18 T) 
and at same time reach very low temperature. Unfortunately, this magnet system was 
not originally designed for doing NMR experiments. From Table 5.1, we can see that 
the 18 Tesla magnet has relatively poor magnetic field homogeneity, larger than 100 
ppm in 1 cm3> compared to 0.1 ppm or even 0.01 ppm for a regular NMR magnet. 
Poor homogeneity will give broad spectra; small samples have to be used at the expense 
of the S/N ratio.

























Mixing Chamber 0.004 K
Figure 5.3 A work diagram of the Oxford 3He - ^He dilution refrigerator.
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5 .2 . 2  Rf Transmission Line and Probe
In very low temperature experiments, thermal sinking is a problem.5-9 To 
maximize the refrigerator power, thermal conduction between the mixing chamber (at 
milliKelvin) and the top of the cryostat (at 300 K) through the coaxial cable must be 
minimized. Thus a small, fine coaxial cable should be used for the signal transmission 
line. A small fine cable means high resistance and large rf losses. So, two things need 
to be compromised: cooling power and signal sensitivity. After several tries, we found 
that the UT-SS20 coaxial cable has an acceptable low themial conductivity. Of course, 
it still has larger losses at radio frequencies and has a much higher resistance than 
regular cables. Therefore, this kind of rf coaxial cable may reduce S/N ratio but still 
requires higher oscillation power. To further reduce the heat load on the dilution 
refrigerator, thermal shorts in the rf coaxial cable are mounted to the 1 K pot and the 
still.
The probe design for milliKelvin temperature experiments is critical. It must 
meet the following requirements:
1) it must be easy to construct and change the resonance frequency;
2) it must be capable of handling relatively high rf power; and
3) it should produce a minimal heat conductivity along the transmission line.
Several probes were constructed for both mixing chambers (glass tail and top
loading). However, some modifications to the system had to be made before installing 
the probes for NMR experiments. Two probe designs shown in Figure 5.4 were used 
at the glass tail mixing chamber and at the top loading mixing chamber, respectively.
For the glass tail mixing chamber, a stainless steel adaptor was made for attaching 
the rf coaxial cable feed throughs which allow the coaxial cables to connect to the cables 
inside the mixing chamber (Figure 5.4(a)). To make the feed throughs leak tight at low 
temperature, care has to be taken for soldering joints. Every solder joint must be even

























Top Loading Mixing Chamber
Figure 5.4 The probe design for two sets of mixing chambers:
A. Stainless steel adaptor B . Coaxial cable feed through
D. PVCrod E. Probe head
G. Top loading copper tail H. Slug (copper)
J . Small sample coil
Slug Side View
C. Glass tail
F . Inside coaxial cable
I . Electric connection interface
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and smooth so that cooling and warming cycles will not introduce strain, which might 
cause low temperature leaks. All rf connectors are SMA connectors.
For the top loading mixing chamber, the situation is more complex. As the tail 
of the top loading mixing chamber is made of copper, the probe head must be put inside 
the tail. A copper slug is used to load the sample into the mixing chamber tail and to 
make electric connections between the outside of the mixing chamber and the copper 
slug (Figure 5.4(b)). Due to space limitation, a simple coil with a length of about 5 mm 
and an OD of about 3 mm is used for the sample coil and installed inside the slug 
(shown as the small inserted picture in Figure 5.4). All other matching elements can be 
placed outside the tail. However, the slug itself contributes to the rf resonant circuit, 
which makes the probe building more complicated. Since low power and a small tip 
angle are used here, a high performance probe is not necessary. The spectra shown in 
Figure 2.5 were acquired with this type of probe.
5 . 2 . 3  Experiment Setup
All the probes were tuned by using a Hewlett-Packard 4195A (HP4195A) 
Analyzer, and room temperature experiments were performed via the pulse nuclear 
quadrupole resonance (NQR) experiments. Even so, the probe resonance frequency 
could be changed after the temperature reaches the milliKelvin range. Therefore, the 
magnetic field was set to the new resonance frequency and a matching box was used 
for probe impedance matching.5-10
Due to the large helium expense, a schedule has been developed which is 
suitable for all the users of this magnet system. The two sets of mixing chambers can 
be used alternatively. To protect the magnet lifetime, no more than one cool 
down/warm up cycle should be taken during a one month period. Usually, we set up 
the two spectrometers (CW NMR and pulse NMR) at each cycle. For the top loading
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mixing chamber system, the CW NMR technique is mainly used due to the difficult 
probe construction for this system.
At low temperatures, spin lattice relaxation times (Tj) can become very long. 
In CW NMR, the minimum rf power should be applied at which a sufficient signal can 
still be achieved. In pulse NMR, very short pulses, < 5° tip angle should be applied.
5 .3  Proposed Research and Future Work
5 . 3 . 1 .  The Proposed Experiments: Determining the Sign of e^qzzQ/h 
in Bridging Hydride Metal Dimers
The sign of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant in bridging 
environments is very helpful in predicting trends in hydride metal dimer bonding 
structure. As an example of a nearly symmetric model system for M-D-M bonding, the 
bonding structure trend could be obtained from the deuterium NMR spectra by 
knowing the sign of quadrupole coupling constant. For a positive sign, the decrease of 
the magnitude of the quadrupole coupling constant, e2qzzQ/h, means an increase in the 
M—M bond length. With a negative sign, the magnitude of e^q77Q/h should decrease 
first, then increase as the M—M bond length increases.^-l 1
Chromium and tungsten metal dimers can be used as samples. As the bridging 
metal hydrides are relatively air sensitive, care must be taken during sample handling.
The results can provide important information for heterogeneous catalyst metal 
surface studies as discussed in chapter 6.
5 .3 .2  Future Work
We have completed the instmmentation design and startup stages. However, 
the dilution refrigerator has experienced low temperature (4.2 K) leaking several times 
since the end of 1992. Due to the refrigerator leakage and the tight magnet schedule,
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we were unable to pursue the project further. However, based on our existing 
knowledge, the proposed experiments should not be difficult to perform if the dilution 
refrigerator operates well. Several magnet systems in the National High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory (NHMFL) have the capabilities to reach the required experimental 
conditions (high field and low temperature), so can be used as an alternative. 
Especially interesting to us is the top-loading immersion mixing chamber at NHMFL 
which combine the best feature of our two mixing chambers: sample changers can be - 
made and thermal contact problems are reduced.
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6 .1  Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysts are widely used in laboratory and industry. Knowledge 
of the characteristics of catalysts is important for the efficient and economical operation 
of industrial processes. Therefore an understanding of the catalytic mechanism of the 
individual catalyst sites, and their interactions with each other as well as with the 
adsorbates, is needed for catalyst development. Many experimental techniques have 
been developed to study the motion and the structure of the absorbed species on the 
catalyst surfaces, the key effects of catalytic function in heterogeneous catalysts. One 
of the most powerful spectroscopic techniques for probing questions at the atomic 
level, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, has been used for 
heterogeneous catalyst studies.6 -1 -6
NMR is a highly sensitive technique for studying the environment of specific 
individual atoms, and can be applied to elucidate the molecular structures and rates of 
thermal decomposition of simple chemisorbed molecules, as well as the electronic 
properties of the metal surfaces themselves.6-7 In the last fifteen years, NMR 
spectroscopy has been rapidly developed to study many aspects of chemisorption and 
surface science. Duncan & Dybowski6 - 8  published one review in 1980, 
"Chemisorption and Surfaces Studies by NMR Spectroscopy", which summarized 
earlier work; In 1986, Slichter6-7 published another review which focused on 
subsequent metal surface work.
Although NMR was introduced nearly fifty years ago, practicable application for 
the study of surface phenomena and heterogeneous catalyst is a relatively new practice. 
The main reason that NMR was not used is because it has a weak signal of a 
surface.6-7 a  1 cm^ area of metal surface contains about 1 0 ^ 6  atom sites, whereas 
typical NMR experiments require 1018 . io l9  nuclei corresponding to 1 nfi of 
surface. One has to work with large surface area samples to achieve effective NMR
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measurements. In this case, sample preparation becomes very important. Catalytic 
metal should be highly dispersed onto the support material (such as eta Alumina, 
SiC>2 ), so that there are enough nuclei to give a detectable NMR signal. For example, 
Slitcher et afi-7 use impregnation methods to prepare highly dispersed samples. This 
method impregnates the support material with a salt solution of the desired metal, such 
as F^PtClg for Pt particles. The resulting sample is dried, then calcined at elevated 
temperatures and reduced under hydrogen. To make samples at various dispersed 
levels, the sample is held at an elevated temperature for a controlled period time to allow 
the metal atoms to diffuse onto the support, forming metal aggregates.
Several techniques have been performed to study the metal surface itself, or 
molecules chemisorbed on the metal surface. Examples are shown in Table 6.1. 
SEDOR (spin echo double resonance) provides a direct and accurate method to 
determine the bond length of the adsorbed species.6-9 Normally, the NMR line of 
nuclei in the chemisorbed molecules could be narrowed by motion. In the second 
example, a NMR powder pattern is used to determine the diffusion energy for the 
motion of adsorbates.^-l Magic angle spinning (MAS) can be used to identify 
chemical sites^-lO, and spin-lattice relaxation measurements can provide information 
about the motion of the adsorbed species on the surface.
A number of other techniques have also been employed for the surface science of 
heterogeneous catalysis. They include multiple quantum spectroscopy and multiple 
pulse line narrowing.6-7
The use of quadrupole nuclei (mainly ^H) NMR as a probe to extract geometric 
and electric structural information has long been an interesting technique in science. 
Since the two deuterium NMR parameters, the quadrupole coupling constant 
(e2 qzzQ/h) and the asymmetry parameter (rj), are determined by the electric field 
gradient, they are very useful in probing the electron density distribution of molecules.
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Geometric and electric structural information could be extracted from these two 
parameters, which can be obtained from solid-state 2h  NMR experiments. A nuclear 
quadrupole coupling moment (Q) of 2 . 8 6 x 1 0 - 2 7  cm2  was reported for deuterium^-! 1, 
which is relatively small. The value of the quadrupole coupling constant is affected by 
many factors, such as the bond length and the charge. A decrease in the C - D  bond 
length can cause an increase in the magnitude of e2 qzzQ/h from 1 7 4  kHz, a typical 
value for a C D 2 unit, to 2 0 8  kHz, the value reported for ( 1 -  2 H )  p r o p y n e . 6 - 1 2  The 
electric contribution of surrounding nuclei can also cause a large effect.6-13 
Therefore, some predictions could be made by knowing the quadrupole coupling 
constant and the asymmetry parameter.
The sign of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant can be useful in defining 
both the charge distribution pattern in the molecules and the structure of these 
molecules. For example, in deuterium bonding metal surface studies, one can reliably 
predict the spectroscopic trends and deduce whether a chemical bond is lengthened or 
compressed relative to a reference system by knowing the sign of the deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constant (e2qzzQ/h). A more detailed discussion of the sign of 
quadrupole coupling constants can be found in chapter 3 and chapter 5.
For the hydrogenation reaction catalyzed by a supported metal catalyst system, 
understanding what is happening at the surface of the catalyst is very helpful for 
understanding the reaction mechanism and for improving the characteristics of the 
catalyst system.
The following subjects are very important in heterogeneous catalyst studies:
1) observing physisorbed and chemisorbed molecules, and supported metal
catalysts;
2 ) observing intermediates of the catalytic hydrogenation reactions.
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NMR spectroscopy of adsorbed molecules has relative low sensitivity and poor 
signal to noise ratio. To overcome this problem, very fine powder samples should be 
used to maximize the surface area. The commercial catalyst samples are suitable for our 
purposes. Lowering the temperature of the sample can also prevent rapid motion. 
Therefore more information could be obtained from the spectrum acquired at low 
temperature.
There are a number of experiments which can be done with the system we have 
developed, discussed in the following sections. The technique proposed in this chapter 
could be used to address the following questions regarding heterogeneous catalysis:
1) Do subsurface hydrides participate in C-H bond formation?
2) How mobile is the adsorbate (methyl group)?
3) Can C-H—M bond, for example, agostic interactions, be observed?
Some possible applications of solid-state deuterium NMR in heterogeneous
catalysis are proposed and the instrumentation design for this research is described in 
this chapter. The experimental designs is also discussed.
6 .2  Instrumentation
6 .2 .1  Spectrometer, Magnet, Cryostat
A Bruker MSL200 solid-state console with an Oxford 4.7 Tesla widebore 
superconducting magnet is used for acquiring the deuterium NMR spectra. The Bruker 
MSL200 is shared by all members of the department. A commercial probe (wideline 
probe) can be operated at temperature down to 140 K. This kind of probe is not 
isolated from the magnet bore at low temperature. Thus, the cold flow might cause O- 
ring seal freezing which might lead to a vacuum loss in the Dewar and subsequent 
quenching of the superconducting magnet. Therefore, this type of probe is not suitable 
for the experiments operated at lower than 140 K. Also, due to the frozen capacitors,
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probe tuning becomes a serious problem as the temperature decreases. Thus an Oxford 
2-500 K gas flow cryostat is used for all the low temperature experiments. The 
cryostat isolates the low temperature area from the magnet system. It can be operated in 
the temperature range 2 - 500 K by flowing cold ^He or N2  gas. Figure 6 .1 displays a 
diagram of the gas flow cryostat system. However, the cryostat could not hold the 
vacuum for a long time. Therefore, a molecular sieve pump was installed right beside 
the magnet for frequent pumping. Due to space limitation, the magnet has to be used 
without the room temperature shimming coil.
The molecular sieve pump is relatively easy to use. Figure 6.2 contains a setup 
diagram of this pumping system. To evacuate the cryostat,
1) use a rotary pump to pump the system down to 10'3 mbar with Valve A and B 
open and Valve C closed, then open Valve C on the top of the molecular sieve 
pump to evacuate the molecular sieve pump;
2) close Valve A for the cryostat, and start to heat the molecular sieve pump;
3) continue pumping with the rotary pump until the reading of the pressure gauge is 
stable;
4) close Valve B and stop the rotary pump;
5) open Valve A and immerse the molecular sieve pump in the liquid N2  bath, or 
allow the molecular sieve pump to cool off, then immerse the molecular sieve 
pump in the liquid N2  bath to save liquid N2  usage;
5) wait for about 30 mins after the molecular sieve pump is cold, then close Valve A;
6 ) close Valve C before the molecular sieve pump starts to warm up.
The cock for the molecular sieve pump should be closed during this whole process. 
The whole pumping procedure takes about 2 hours.
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Figure 6 .1 A diagram of the Oxford gas flow cryostat system (CF1200). 
(Reproduced from Oxford CF1200 cryostat manual)







Figure 6.2 A setup diagram of molecular sieve pump system.
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To Pumps
Figure 6.3 A diagram for the gas handler.
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6 .2 .2  Construction of Gas Handler
A gas handler, shown in Figure 6.3, was constructed for sample preparations. 
This gas handler is built on a cabinet rack. There are KF connectors between the gas 
handler and the cryostat. The whole gas handler can be easily detached from the 
cryostat and moved freely. The gas handler can be used to control the gas dosing level 
or to calibrate the gas usage.
The valves (®) are NUPRO Bellow sealed valves (SS-4H). These valves were 
all helium leak tested before purchase. Valves A and B are used for system pumping, 
and kept closed during all experiments. For a more precise control of the gas volume, a 
needle valve (NUPRO, SS4BMW) was installed. A computer program can be written 
to control the gas flow via valve C (Figure 6.4), a combination of three components: an 
air actuated valve with normally closed (bellow sealed valve, NUPRO SS-BNS4-C), 
an solenoid valve with normally closed (three-way, 24 VDC), and a power supply (24 
VDC). A TTL signal from the computer controls the switch of the 24 VDC supply to 
the solenoid valve, and subsequently turns on the air supply for the air actuated valve.
A displacement pump (Figure 6.5) was installed with the gas handler to keep the 
gas spreading evenly. An oppositely wrapped solenoid coil produces a slow speed 
alternating magnetic field to push a small bar magnet back and forth. A multiple 
function power supply (section 6.2.4) supplies the coil with a low speed alternating DC 
power. A gas flow diagram of the displacement is also shown in Figure 6.5.
Only copper or non-magnetic stainless steel tubings were used to connect the 
valves and junctions.
To calculate the dosing level, the volume of the gas handle must be calibrated 
before use. This can be achieved with the following procedure:
1) Evacuate the gas handler with valve D \ , D2 , D3 closed.
2) Quickly open and close valve D3  to allow some ̂ He gas into the system;











Figure 6.4 The diagram of Valve C: three elements:
(a) Air actuated valve
(b) Solenoid valve
(c) Power supply









Figure 6 .5 A diagram of the displacement pump.
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Figure 6.6 A diagram of the multiplefunction power supply.
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record the gas pressure (P[) after equilibrium.
3) Close valve E; evacuate the system again with the valve E closed.
4) Open valve E, and wait for equilibrium; record the gas pressure (P2 ).
5) The volume can be calculated with the difference of the two pressure values.
6.2.3 Construction of Multiple Functions Power Supply Box
A multiple DC power supply was constructed to provide +24 VDC, +15 VDC, 
-15 VDC and +5 VDC. Figure 6 .6  displays a diagram of this power supply. Four 
solid-state switches were installed to control four +24 VDC lines. The computer TTL 
lines to four solid-state switches are driven by a simple logic circuit card; there are front 
panel switches that can override computer commands. The operation of the logic card 
requires a +5 VDC supply from the computer. Table 6.1 contains the assignment of all 
the wires that are connected to the DB-25 connector.
6.2.4 Construction of Variable Temperature Probes
The NMR probe is a single-coil system, designed and constructed in-house for 
use with the MSL200 4.7 T magnet system containing an Oxford cryostat. The rf 
circuit is shown in Figure 6.7. A homemade tunable capacitor (designated as Ct in 
Figure 6.7) in parallel with an American Technical Ceramics (ATC) fixed capacitor (Cf) 
gives a reasonable tuning capability. The American Technical Ceramics (ATC) 
capacitor, ATC-100E series, has high voltage capability with peak voltage 3600 V. 
The value of the fixed capacitor should be carefully chosen to bring the circuit 
resonance frequency as close to the desired frequency as possible. The tunable 
capacitor has two electric terminators: one brass rod and one one-end-closed brass tube. 
There is a Teflon spacer between these two terminators. Changing the distance 
between these two terminators could vary the capacitance value. This tunable capacitor
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Table 6.1 Wire assignment: 10 wires plus shield. Shield is not connected.
• 5 Volt from power supply (PS) and 5 Volt from computer are isolated.
• GROUNDS from PS and computer are also isolated.
PIN (Wire #) WIRE COLOR CONNECTION
1 Black Ground From Computer
2 Brown +5 V from Computer
3 Red * Control Line for VI
4 Orange * Control Line for V2
5 Yellow * Control Line for V3




1 0 Gray Spare
11 White Spare
Note: lines with * take Ground to operate
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bellow valve coaxial cable
1/4” stainless steel tubing
glass-to-metal seal
glass tubing
o o o o b
pooo
w / / / / / / / / / / / / ,y 7 7 7 / / / A
Figure 6.7 Probe insert for heterogeneous catalyst studies at 4.7 Tesla, 10-500 K 
with the Oxford gas flow cryostat system.
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possesses a 2 - 9 pF tunable range and extends outside the cryostat for outside probe 
tuning. This design provides a fine probe tuning during the temperature changes and 
optimizes the rf power delivery. Therefore it gives a better probe matching than using 
the matching box^-14 alone. The sample coil is simply wrapped around the outside of 
the glass tube containing the sample. The coil measures about 1/4” ID, and is 5 mm 
long. The probe was tested on a deuterated polymethylmethacrylate (d-PMMA) 
sample. It was possible to produce 90° pulses of 2 - 2.5 jxs duration, with a dead time 
less than 15 ps for acquiring deuterium spectra.
6 .3  Proposed Research and Future Work —
Heterogeneous Catalyst Studies at 4.7 Tesla, 10-500 Kelvin
6.3.1 Metal Hydrides on Supported Metals
Many scientists are curious about the exact nature of metal hydride sites when D2  
is adsorbed onto supported metals. Some of the possible metal hydride sites are 
subsurface P3 -D, surface P3 -D, P3 -D and interstitial sites, as illustrated in Figure 6 .8 . 
For those supported metal catalyst systems, which have highly dispersed metals and 
low loading levels, only the first three possible sites will be present.
If the subsurface P3 -D exists, one could consider that a surface-bound methyl 
radical lying over a subsurface hydride will more likely accept the subsurface hydride 
instead of a surface hydride. Therefore, the existence of the subsurface and surface 
P3 -D and the equilibrium between them are very important questions to study. They 
could provide very helpful information about the mechanistic studies of catalytic 
hydrogenation reactions. Due to the complexity of this system, no technique has been 
successfully developed for solving these problems yet. However, the problems could 
be solved by the technique proposed in this chapter, solid-state NMR.
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The above problems can be studied using deuterium absorption on RI1/AI2 O3 . In 
a catalyst system, highly dispersed Rh metal tends to form two-dimensional "rafts" 
which are one metal atom th ick A ^  The following three metal hydride sites may be 
observed: subsurfaces 113-D, surface U3 -D, P-2-D- In these three possible sites, the 
quadrupole coupling constants and asymmetry parameters are slightly different. Figure 
6 .8 a contains the estimated values. For the 112-D site, the electric field gradient (EFG) 
is similar to the bridging metal hydride complexes. It seems likely that the three sites 
shown in Figure 6 .8 a have different enthalpies of formation, such that this energy level 
diagram (shown in Figure 6 .8 b) might apply. It is not necessary that this particular 
energy level scheme apply, but some stability difference might exist. The subsurface 
site might be more stable due to the weak hydrogen bond of the subsurfaces (1 3 -D to an 
oxygen acceptor. The p,2'D site ls considered less stable as only two M-D bonds 
present. Even though the parameters for the 113-D sites on the surface are extrapolated 
from those of the P-2-D site> a solid-state 2H NMR spectrum with three overlapping 
components is difficult to analyze. The technique of varying the dosing level to change 
the relative population can be used to increase the information content of the spectra. 
The dosing level can be controlled with a gas handler described in section 6.2.2. To 
prevent rapid exchanges between one site and another, samples can be cooled down to 
a sufficiently low temperature (~ 10 K).
Applying solid-state 2H NMR to these problems is straightforward, but is rather 
difficult experimentally. The success of these experiments depends on the success of 
searching for various experimental parameters, such as dosing level and temperature 
range. The spectral line shape might be a composite of different sites, having different 
e2 qzzQ/h and r\. One procedure will be obtained line shapes as a function of D2  
loading from a deuteron-to-metal ratio (D/M) of 0.1 to D/M =1.16. We can fit the 
spectral line shapes by varying the abundance of sites with the fixed e2 qzzQ/h and T |,
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(a)
subsurface 1I 3-D surface 113-D surface [J.2-D interstitial
nnrnrn D Poĉ oco co& co o o d b c o  o c B c & o
e2 qzzQ/h = 50 kHz e2 qzzQ/'h ~ 90 kHz e2 qzzQ/h = 80 kHz 




Figure 6 .8  (a) Possible metal hydride sites on the surface of metal catalysts.
(b) Possible energy level scheme of the proposed metal hydride sites on the surface of 
metal catalysts.
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as shown in Figure 6 .8 a. For each specific experiment, an external computer with the 
gas handler varies the D2  dosing level, and then the Bruker spectrometer accepts 
control commands from the external computer to perform data acquisition.
6.3.3 The Existence of C-H Agnostic Bond
To further understand the surface catalyst system, the following experiments 
could also be performed with solid-state NMR technique:
1) CD3  - alumina
2) CD3  on rhodium/alumina
3) (CD3 )2 SO on rhodium/alumina
Due to the complexity of the surface, spectra need to be acquired at a low temperature 
range (10 - 50 K) to obtain static information.
The objective of these experiments is to search for C-D—M activation, an agostic 
C-D bond. The proposed solid-state NMR experiments are largely based upon 
determining the barrier of methyl group rotation. If there is an agostic interaction with 
the supported metal, the activation energy for methyl rotation will increase. A reduced 
value of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant and an increased value for the 
asymmetry parameter can also indicate the existence of a C-D—M unit.
The experiment of CD3  - alumina can serve as a preparation step. The purpose of 
this experiment is:
1) to gain some familiarity with the surface obsorbation system, such as dosing 
level control,
2 ) to obtain the barrier of methyl group rotation, the quadrupole coupling constant 
and the asymmetry parameter values that can be used as reference values for the 
later two experiments CD3  on rhodium/alumina and (CD3 >2 SO on 
rhodium/alumina.
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In the third system, (CD3 )2 SO on rhodium/alumina, dimethyl sulfoxide binds to 
metal surfaces through s u l f u r . 6 - 1 6  -This places the C-D bonds of the methyl groups 
near to the surface. The activation energy for methyl group rotation can be measured 
by deuterium spin-lattice relaxation time (Tj) and line shape analysis. By comparing 
this activation energy and the NMR line shape with the reference system, one 
should be able to determine the existence of the C-D-M unit.
Deuterium NMR of methyl groups is well established and is relatively an easy 
experiment to perform. To do that we can dose an alumina or a supported metal sample 
with CD3 CI at 500 K, then acquire spectra at various temperatures down to about 10 
K. In this experiment, sample heterogeneity might be a problem. Therefore, the ability 
to easily modify the sample preparation is very important. At several temperatures, the 
deuterium T 1 will be measured. If more than one component is found, the sample will 
be re-prepared using a lower dosing level and/or annealing the dosed sample. All the 
sample preparations can be done with the gas handler described in section 6 .2 .2 .
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The research presented in this dissertation has been concentrated on solid state 
NMR applications in catalysts and materials. Several solid-state NMR spectroscopic 
techniques were developed and have been applied to a series of catalyst systems.
A field-swept pulsed NMR technique was developed to acquire high-quality 
solid-state NMR spectra with very large spectral widths. This technique has proven 
successful to obtain high-field solid-state NMR spectra for a series of quadrupolar 
nuclei with large quadrupole moments. It demonstrated as an effective method to 
observe extremely broad resonances, nearly 8  MHz in the case of powdered andalusite. 
At a sample temperature of 4.2 K, used to suppress water and ion motion, the 27A1 
NMR spectra of zeolites containing only framework aluminum sites yield a simple 
powder pattern corresponding to C q  = 2.37 MHz and r| = 0.35. However, one sample 
with nonframework aluminum sites is found to have a substantially larger value for C q  
of 10 MHz. The applications of this field-swept pulsed NMR technique pertaining to 
(X-AI2 O3  and Andalusite demonstrate the ability to resolve multiple sites, based on the 
distinctive quadrupole parameters. Our preliminary work also shows that 27A1 sites in 
several samples appear to have temperature dependent electric field gradients. These 
studies will be advanced with the availability of a special equipment which has a 
variable temperature capability and can be operated with a high-field magnet with field- 
swept ability.
A solid-state NMR technique has been proposed to study the correlation between 
the molecular structure and the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant. The 
instruments (an 18 Tesla superconducting magnet and a ^He - ^He dilution refrigerator 
from Oxford Instrument) which can provide extreme experimental conditions for sign 
determinations have been modified to suit NMR experiments. This work could provide 
very important information for the studies of metal hydrides and supported metal 
catalysts.
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Applications of conventional high-resolution solid-state deuterium NMR 
spectroscopy in heterogeneous catalysis are proposed. The instrumentation for this 
research has been developed. This technique could be used to extract geometric and 
electric structural information pertaining to the adsorbed ^ 2  on supported metals and 
to obtain the activation energy for methyl group rotation on the supported metal 
surfaces.
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Appendix A: Pulse Spectrometer Controlling Program
Main Program: Pulse Spectrometer Control
Sub Program (Subvis):





6 . HP54201A Setup (Scope)
7. HP54201A Readout (Scope)
8 . Left Shift
9. Simple Pulse
1 0 . Spin Echo
1 1 . EM Damped_exp
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Main Program: Pulsed Spectrometer Controlling Program
Spectrometer Controlling Program Page 1
Front Panel
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Spectrometer Controlling Program Page 2
Block Diagram
HP5-4201 A 
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Spectrometer Controlling Program Page 3
SavB FID data fils
Data Processing
L S  d o n e E M  d o n e
rpjpijiu a b a a a p dSPO
Save FFT data file
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SubVi: Data Acquisition
Data Acquisition Page 1
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Data Acquisition Page 3 data
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SubVi: Data Processing
Data Processing Page 1
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SubVi: HP54201A Setup
HP54201A Setup Page 1
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CHANNEL 1
.............. 5« >  w—if-
|cHAN1;|^ ^ p ^
5Sd| o
J ib
ECL M ode -  p r e s e t s  
o f f s e t  and  r a n g e  f o r  
ECL m e a s u re m e n ts .
PROBE ATTENUATION MUST 
FOLLOWING: 1 ,  2 ,  5 ,  1 0 ,  2 0
BE ONE OF THE 
, 5 0 ,  OR 1 0 0 .
TRIG SOURCE :0«EXTERNAL, 1*C H 1,  2=C H 2. 
SLOPE T®POS, F*NEG; TRACKING T=ON, F»OFF. 
TRIG M 0DE:0=ECL, 1=TTL, 2=N0RM AL, 3*A U T 0. 
TB MODE:0” AUTOTRIGGER. 1=TRIG'D. 2=SINGLE.
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HP54201A Setup Page 2 HP54Z0M
tsssssssmafrririi <1 5 I**8
QFFS 95.29
RANG 9C.2 e  |
TTL node — presets offset and range for TTL Measurements.
AUTOSCALE CHANNEL 1Set-up offset and range for NORNRL mode
$$$$!$$$$$$&£$$$$$&
oiiaiaiiaoiia»aoaiLj,,.fe.iioaiiaoiaoiM iap
CHAN 2;PR0B 95d j CHANNEL 2
<| 0 1̂ 33833883838383
C C d "
ECL Mode -  p r e s e t s  
o f f s e t  and ra n g e  f o r  
ECL m e a s u re m e n ts .
<<1 i
TTL Node — presets offset and range for TTL ■easuresents.
s ^ S S I K l j O F F S  9 5 . 2 e  1
RANG S5.2e
Set—up offset and range for NORMAL node
RUTOSCRLE CHANNEL 2.
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HP54201A Setup Page 3 iP5iiznifietuF
a ia o ia o ig io E a ia a a o i io o 'o i i^ j^ i iD io D io o a o ia i ia o i i i i i i a c i iE




CH 1=1, CH2—2 ; LEVEL 
(LE V -), RANGE(RANG_) 
TRACK ON (TRA C), 
SLOPE






FB I — ECL M O D E ,O F F S E T  - t ¥ .  R A N G E =  2 V .
SLOP O
TTL
TT L  MODE, OFFSET= 
2 . 5 V ,  RANGE -  6 Y .
LEV S5.3e
LEUEL It r a c
NORMAL MODE
nUTORRHOE S E T .
i i a i p i a o a i a i a i a a a i l a i i i * ) , , t .. i > i ! a ! d i i a i i a p i i O P i ! i c y a i H i ! g
T IM E B A S E
v̂ Isa
ADD TIMEBASE & DELAY 
TO STRING, REFERENCE- 
0=LEFT(POINT * 1 ) ,
1 =CENTER(POINT “ 5 0 1 ) ,  
2=RIGHT(P0INT “ 1 0 0 1 ) . 
SET TIMEBASE SVEEP MODE 
(MODE—) ,  RUN.
TIM :RANG SB.Oe
S c o p e
T im e
M 0 D E \s 9 g d \s R U N \s \r \n l
TIME
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SubVi: HP542Q1A Readout




*  POINTS 
READ SOURCE





















PREPARE TO READ DATA: 
SOU> 54201A SET UP STRING, 
AND ASK FOR PREAMBLE
WAV,-SOUR 1 VAV? 
VAV;SCUR2VAV?
WAV,-SOUR ORAP 3 VAV? 
WAV,"S0UR OR AP 4 VAV? 
WAV,SOUR MEM 1 VAV? 
VAV;S0UR MEM 2 VAV?
ENABLE RQS, ROS ON DATA 
AVALAGLE (REQ 2128); 
ACQUSITKW TYPE NORMAL 
(ACQ;TYPE 1), EOI 0N(E0i 1), 
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VAIT UNTIL MEASUREMENT IS 
COMPLETED. CHECK FOR
IQ
ags— —w ° — @ 0
ERROR
rwt mptty tr r v f?
ajB«ogoajpiipgp;a!î .jtaM aflom aiiM a
READ AND PARSE PREAMBLE 
THEN CALCULATE OFFSET AND 
M CREME NT FOR K & Y AXIS.
■l fO m  1 DATA? 
I2/0RM 1 DATA? 
1RAP3/0RM 1 DATA? 
JRAP4/GRM 1 DATA? 




REQUEST VAVEFORM DATA, 
DISABLE RQS FUNCTION.
RQS 0FF(R£Q 0),VAVEFORM SOURCE: 
CHI (D,CH2<2), MEMORY 1(MEM1), 
MEMORY 2(MEM 2); BYTE FORMAT 
(FORM 1).
E p g cp aocD ccau_gcpcocccgsno
READ VAV£FORH,SIFT 
ARRAY SO IT VILL CONTAIN 
THE CORRECT NUMBER OF 
POINTS, AND ADJUST THE 
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Sub Vi: Left Shift
Left Shift Page 1
Connector Pane
Input Array ■ 
*  o f Data Loft Shifted
- t r ­out
Output Array 
Output Array
Front Panel Input A rray______________  Output A rray
 11̂1°-fr* A |[gl|Q 1 Id-oo l|
»  of Data Left Shifted
Output A rray
Block Diagram
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SubVi: Simple 90° Pulse
Simple 90° Pulse Page 1
P_90
Connector Pane Receiver Phase 
AO tim e 
Pulses, u s  
Delaus, p s  
Transmitter Phases 















p u lse  p r o g ra m m e r
(H
xrnDMA Time 
I n t e r v a l , ,  p is
HI
T r a n s m i t t e r
C3.*X





In te rv a l,  Us
PT8 f r a q  
nab to
Pinedtode on
□ i a l t i z a r
T r ig g e r
Pin A ssign m en t
Bit Function Btt Funotton
1 Plndiode on trans 2 * * 0 11 PTS phase 11n*7 2**10
2 Pindtode on reeeiv 2**1 12 PTS phase lined 2**11
3 Digitizer trigger 2 * * 2 15 PTS phase Une9 2**12
4 PTS freg enable 2 * * 3 14 PTS phase Mne10 2**13
3 PTS phase linel 2 * * 4 15 PTS phase 11ne11 2**14
6 PTS phase l«n*2 2 * * 5 16 PTS phase Uriel 2 2**15
7 PTS phase 1lne3 2 * * 6 17 PTS phase MnelS 2 * *16
e PTS phase Kn*4 2 * * 7 IB PTS phase line 14 2 * *17
9 PTS phase lineS 2 * * 8 19  spare line 2 * *18
10 PTS phase Hne6 2 * * 9
? Boolean 20 arrag 
|  S tate 0 : Enable PTS 
State 1:
Trans Phase Setup 
State 2 :
Turn on tronsmmttter 
£ S tate 3 :
7 Turn on reoeiver
>Stat< 4 : Trigger 




a a ia a p g g
( 0 , 0  20 array
IBCI
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Simple 90° Pulse Page 2
P—90  
T___
S ta t*  0 : o n a b l*  PTS
Slat*- 5 : Trfggor
loiallOiaiiaiaiiQgii^D^ îiaiaiiaiaic^BilDlligil
S la t*  6:RQ t in *
loaiiaaaaB gna!  ̂ ■ li l ^ , «
Stat* 2 : turn on transm itter
■jo a n a c ^ ^
Puts* program
S to t*  3 :
s h i f t  PTS to  r* c c lM * r p h o sa ; 
wa i t  f o r  r« c «  i w ar r*odg
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SubVi: Spin Echo Pulse
Spin Echo Pulse Page 1
P - P
Connector Pane R eceiver Phase 
AQ time
P u lses, Us 
D elays, p s  
Transmitter P hase  




IHHlL.__ _ pulse proiEimo.
AQ t im e
E m m
p u l s e  p r o g r a m m e r
DM A T im *  
Irr t+ rv * !.,
[ T r a n s m i t t e r




In te rv a l,  | l s i
p i n d i o d e  o n |  
r e c e  i v e r  *
D i g i t i z e r s  
T r i g g e r
iMi:niiniiniiMiniiniiniiniin<l o ithiMiiMiiMiiniiMihiMiininiii
Phase for  both T ran sm itter  and R eceiver
T ra n sm itte r




a - iF a i i l
Phaseo R eceiv er
PhaseD
JSL £
T ra n sm m itte r  R ece iv e r 
P h ase
( 0 ,1 )  2D a r r a y
Boolean 2D a r r a y
[ S ta te  0 :  enable  PTS 
S ta te  1 :
T ra n s  P h ase  I S e tup  
S ta te  2  '.F irst pu lse  
S ta te  3  :Delay 1
S ta te  4 :Seoond pulse  
S ta te  5 :
W ait f o r  r e c e iv e r  
S ta te  6 :
T urn  on r e c e iv e r  
■ S ta te  7 :  T rig g e r
S t a te 8 : AO tim e
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S to t*  4 :  s*oond puls*
S t a t o  1: PTS P h a s a  S a tu p  f o r  
T ra n s * * I  t i e r
S t« t#  2 :  tu rn  on tr* n am m ltt* r fo r  f i r s t  puls*
St*t* 6 : turn on r se ^ v a r
Stat* 3 : dalag 1






Page 3 i—n _
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SubVi: EM Damped_exp
EM Damped_exp Page 1 H
Connector Pane Exp. Line Broadening, Hz 
Time ax is ■ 
Input FID ■
■Output FIC
Front Panel Time axis Input FID





I H J —
Input FID 
I [EXT] 1












Time axis 1 
Real array 1 
phase Oth








p h a s e  O t h
SET
p h a s e  1 s t  R e a l  a r r a y R e a l  a r r a y
0.000
T i m e  a x i s
e b u i
I m a g i n a r y  a r r a y I m a g i n a r y  a r r a y
1BE5] I E E H
R e a l
I n c n l l l ................
i : 
i :
i - i  .ooj « i P l mmm
! s
I m a g i n a r y
Block Diagram
phase 1 s t
MR -  fi+cos<PO  + Cn-M /2 >+P1 > -  
r D f s ln < P O  + < n -N /2  >*Pt >;
phase Oth
PO]M »  R*sln<PO <n-M/2>*P1> + 
D*cos<PO + C n-N /2 > * P 1 > ;
n*5tfl—
Imaginary a rra y
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SubVi: FFT SubVi







inmtmmm  i m a g i n a r  y
Front Panel
Input R eal O u tp u t R ea l
1 o
] 1 i n  l i t _ j i o , x =  n
Input Im a g in ary O u tp u t Im a g in a ry
1 0 1 □ j  | E _ i e s = i
T im e A x is
IIW5— i m s r - i l
i
i 1 1





0  i  1 0 0  1
Block Diagram Output Real
[DEXfl









[ E X T ]I [ext] U-----
Input Imaginary Output Imaginary
Time Axis 
PflT-r
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PTS Phase Page 1 PhaseQ
Connector Pane
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SubVi: Pulse Graph




Index 0  
Index 1 
Index 2  
Two D Array
Pulse







Index 2  
Index t 
Index 0
Two D Array 
I [132]
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Appendix B: Supplemental Materials for Chapter 3 (Structure of LiN0 3 : 
Point Charge Model and the Sign of the ^Li Quadrupole Coupling 
Constant)
Table I Anisotropic Displacement Parameters 
Table II. Structure Factor Amplitudes xlO for UNO3
Table I: Anisotropic Displacement Parameters
Anisotropic Displacement Parameters - U’s
Name U (l,l) U(2,2) U(3,3) U (l,2 ) U(l,3) U(2,3)
Li 0.0171(9) U (l,l) 0.0271(1) U (l,l) 0 0
N 0.0098(2) U (l,l) 0.0111(3) U (l,l) 0 0
0 0.0094(1) 0.0148(3) 0.0200(2) U(2,2) -0.00019(9) 2U(1,3)
The form of the anisotropic displacement factor is:
exp[-2jt2 {h2a*2U , t +k2b*2U22+l2c*2U33+2(hka*b*U ]2+hla VU, 3+klb *c*U23) }
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Appendix C: Spectral Simulation Program for Quadrupolar Nuclei in
Variable Magnetic Field Mode.
% Field simulation program revised, August 12, 1994. 
clc;clear;clf;hold off; flops(O); fix(clock); tO = clock; flops(0);
% Parameter Assignment
% 1) QCC, in Hz, quadrupole coupling constant
% 2) wL, in Hz, Carrier frequency
% 3) data file name
% 4) CS, in Hz, chemical shift or offset
% 5) spin_number
% 6 ) eta, asymmetry parameter
% 7) gamma, nuclear gyromagnetic ratio
% 8 ) SI, data point
% 9) Spectral width, in Hz




eta = 0.5; % Asymmetry Parameter
S I= 128; % Data Points
wL = 50e6; % Carrier Frequency
spin_number =5/2;
gamma = 2*pi*26.057e6/2.3488; % Gyromagnetic Ratio, rad s-1 T-l, Al-27
CS_ppm = 0; % Chemical Shift in ppm
CS = le-6 *CS_ppm*wL; % Chemical Shift in Hz
% Field Sweep Parameters
B_center = 2*pi*(wL)/gamma; % Center Field, in Tesla
SW_B = 0.10; % Field Range, in Tesla
B_step = SW_B/SI; % Field Increment
B0_field = B_center + B_step*((--SI/2):(S3/2)-l); % Field Axis
Window = 5000; % Observing Window, l/pulse_length, Hz
SWJF = SW_B*gamma/(2*pi); % Frequency Spectrum Width
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DW = l/SWJF; % Dwell Time
% Define Instrumental Parameters 
vl = wL - CS;
Bl_x = 0.0001;
% in Hz
% Rf Field in Tesla
% Miscellaneous Constants
h_plain = 6.626176e-27; 
h_bar = h_plain/(2 *pi); 
k.Boltz = 1.380662e-16; 
inv_two_pi = l/(2 *pi); 
Temp_K = 4.2
% erg second 
% erg second rad-1  
% erg Kelvin-1
% lattice temperature in Kelvin
Trans_prob_const = (2*pi)*(gamma*Bl_x)A2;
% Line Broadening, in Seconds (Value From Scope Appearance)
T2_L = 10e-6; 
T2_G = T2_L;
% Exponential Function Line Broadening 
% Gaussian Function Line Broadening
% Define Axis 
Time_axis = (0:SI-1)*DW;
Damped_exp = exp(-1 *Time_axis/T2_L);
Damped_gaussian = exp(-l/2*(Time_axis.A2)/T2_GA2); 
plot(Time_axis, Damped_exp);
Spectrum = zeros(l, SI);
Spectrum_E = zeros(l, SI);
% The Spin Operators




I_sqr = I_x_sqr + I_y_sqr + I_z_sqr;
Length_I = 2*1+1; % Number of Transitions
% Start Define Quadrupolar Hamiltonians 
H_xx_op = 3*I_x_sqr - I_sqr;
H_yy_op = 3*I_y_sqr - I_sqr;
H_zz_op = 3*I_z_sqr - I_sqr;
H_xy_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_y + I_y*I_x);
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H_xz_op = 1.5*(I_x*I_z + I_z*I_x);
H_yz_op = 1.5*(I_y*I_z + I_z*I_y);
q_efg = [QCC*(eta-1 )/2 0 0; 0 -QCC*(eta+l)/2 0 ; 0 0 QCC]; % Field Gradient 
H_const = 1/(6*I*(2*I-1));
% Setup Angle Array
degree_step = 1; % in degree
angles = (0: degree_step: 90) *(pi/180); 
sin_v = sin(angles); cos_v = cos(angles);
% Start Angle Calculation 
for chi = l:length(angles) 
fortheta= l:length(angles) 
phi = 1 ;
Weight = sin_v(theta);
A_11 = -sin_v(chi)*sin_v(phi) + cos_v(theta)*cos_v(phi)*cos_v(chi);
A_12 = sin_v(chi)*cos_v(phi) + cos_v(theta)*sin_v(phi)*cos_v(chi);
A_13 = -cos_v(chi)*sin_v(theta);
A_21 = -cos_v(chi)*sin_v(phi) - cos_v(theta)*cos_v(phi)*sin_v(chi);





A = [A_l 1 A_12 A_13; A_21 A_22 A_23; A_31 A_32 A_33]';





H_xy = q_lab(l,2)*H_xy_op; H_yx = H_xy';
H_xz = q_lab(l,3)*H_xz_op; H_zx = H_xz';
H_yz = q_lab(2,3)*H_yz_op; H_zy = H_yz';
H_quad = H_const*(H_xx+H_xy + H_xz + H_yx + H_yy + H_yz + H_zx ...
+ H_zy + H_zz);
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% Start Field Sweep Calculation
for b = 1 :SI % Field Array Index
% Define Zeeman Hamiltonian
H_zeeman = -(gamma/(2*pi))*B0_field(b)*(l- CS/wL)*I_z; % Zeeman Hamiltonian 
H_total = H_zeeman + H_quad;
% Solve Transition Frequencies, in Hz, and Transition Probabilities 
[U,E] = eig(Htotal); [E,k] = sort(real(diag(E))); U = U(:,k); 
Trans_prob_matrix = Trans_prob_const*((abs(U*I_x*U'))-A2); 
for n=  l:Length_I-l
Trans(n) = E(Length_I-n+l) - E(Length_I-n);
Trans_prob(n) = Trans_prob_matrix(Length_I-n,Length_I-n+l); 
end;
delta_V = abs(Trans-wL); % Transition Frequency deviate
% Line Broadening Factor
LF = (T2_L)./(l+(T2_L*2*pi*delta_V).A2);
for 1= l:Length_I-l
if delta_V(l) <= Window
Spectrum_E(b) = Weight*Trans_prob(l)*LF(l) + Spectrum_E(b); 
Spectrum(b) = Weight*Trans_prob(l) + Spectrum(b); 
end; % end of if loop
end; % end of for loop
end; % end of b loop
end; % end of theta loop
end; % end of chi loop
FID = ifft(Spectrum);
Damped_FTD_E = FID. *Damped_exp; % Exponential Line Broadening
Damped_FID_G = FTD.*Damped_gaussian; % Gaussian Line Broadening
y_E = real(fft(Damped_FDD_E));
y_G = real(fft(Damped_FID_G));
y_E = (100/max(y_E))*(y_E - min(y_E));
y_G = (100/max(y_G))*(y_G - min(y_G));
Spectram_E = (100/max(Spectrum_E))*(Spectrum_E - min(SpectrumJE));
TIME = etime(clock, tO)
FLOPS = flops
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plot(BO_field,y_calc_E) 
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Appendix D: Additional Information about the 18 Tesla Superconducting 
Cryomagnetic System
M agnet Type: High Field Solenoid with Cancellation Coils (C16/18L-52-13)
General Description:
The superconducting magnet can achieved fields of 16 Tesla at 4.2 K, and 18 
Tesla at 2.2 K.
The cryomagnetic system consists of a superconducting solenoid which produces 
a strong vertical magnetic field centered at the sample position of the dilution 
refrigerator, while producing a low field zone at the mixing chamber. The magnet is 
mounted in a vacuum insulated cryostat which features radiation shields cooled by 
vapor from the helium reservoir. The system also features a lambda point refrigerator 
and a resistor/diode magnet protection circuit on the magnet support system. A 
superconducting switch allows the magnet to be left at a persistent field for long 
periods. A modulation coil can be fitted to the magnet bore.
The Superconducting Magnet:
The magnet is composed of two main sets of concentric solenoid wound on 
separate formers clamped to a common flange. A set of negatively energised coils 
cancel the field over the dilution refrigerator mixing chamber. The outer section and 
cancellation are wound from NbTi wire whilst the inner section is wound from NbgSn 
wire, both types of superconducting wire being of a multifilamentary, copper stabilized 
design. All sections are constructed to the MAGNABOND system to form a matrix that
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is both physically and cryogenically stable under considerable the Lorentz forces 
generated during operation.
Protection resistors are provided in series with diodes for all magnet sections, 
restricting the development of potentially high voltages in the even of a magnet quench 
(rapid conversion from the superconducting to the normal resistive state). The resistors 
also dissipate some of the energy stored in the magnet, thereby reducing the energy 
dissipation within the magnet windings. The resistors are mounted on plates attached 
to the magnet in the helium bath of the cryostat and are coupled to the magnet via 
electrical connections on the magnet.
Barrier diodes are used in the protection circuit so that under limited voltage 
condition, eg energisation, all the current passes through the magnet. Under quench 
conditions, the barrier voltage is exceeded and the protection circuit shunts a proportion 
of the current away from the magnet windings.
Lambda Point Refrigerator:
The lambda point refrigerator (Figure D.l) allows the temperature of the lower 
portion of the helium reservoir to be reduced to 2.2 K (2.2 K operation). The lambda 
point refrigerator cools the helium around the magnet to 2.2 K by conduction and 
convection, without any reduction of pressure in the reservoir. It consists of a needle 
valve fed from the main helium bath, and connected via a cooling loop to an exhaust 
port that exits the cryostat through the main bath. By pumping against the needle valve 
a cooling effect is produced. The loop then cools the surrounding helium by 
conduction. The cooler and therefore denser helium sinks to the bottom of the cryostat 
and is replaced by liquid 4.2 K. The cooling continues until the Lambda point (2.17 K) 
is reached, when a layer of superfluid helium accumulates at the bottom of the cryostat. 
The superfluid has an extremely high thermal conductivity and therefore contains no
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temperature gradients. The result is that there are two distinct helium phases (the 
normal and the superfluid) with a temperature gradient only in the normal phase. 
Further cooling simply causes the above boundary to move further up the helium bath. 
The temperature is monitored with carbon sensors above and below the magnet.












Figure D. 1 Lambda point refrigerator pumping circuit
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Appendix E: Permissions for Using the Reprints of the Published
Manuscripts.
1 Copyright letter for section 2.2.
2 Copyright letter for Chapter 3.
3 Copyright letter for section 4.4.
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